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PREFACE
Quality education is a concern of all. It has been rightly observed that the 

quality of education depends up on the quality of teachers. Teacher education 
institutions are responsible for supplying quality teachers. At the secondary level, 
the Colleges of Teacher Education (CTEs) are engaged in molding quality 
secondary school teachers. Professional development and commitment towards 
the profession indeed becomes crucial factors for performance. For achieving 
these goals, teacher educators would undertake reflective practices to improve 
their own practices. Action learning and Action research do a lot in this direction.

Action research is basically an approach to improve once own practice. As 
practitioners, teachers and the teacher educators often find situations where they 
are dissatisfied with the present state of affairs. It necessitates one to find rrew 
ways to improve the situation. Thus, conducting action research becomes a 
professional requirement for the teachers and the teacher educators to improve 
their practices with a view to provide the quality education.

During the year 2004-05, as per the request of the Government of 
Karnataka, the Regional Institute of Education (RIE), Mysore had taken up a 
training programme for the CTE Faculty on Action Research under the approved 
PAC programmes of the NCERT, New Delhi for the year 2004-05.

The programme was organised in four phases. The first phase was 
organised for planning the activities for the training programme. During the 
second phase an eight days training programme was organised from 22nd to 29th 
September, 2004. Nine CTE faculty from 6 Colleges of Teacher Education 
(CTEs) namely Mysore (2), Bellary (1), Belguam (2), Jamakhandi (2), 
Chikkamangalore (1) and Bangalore (1) were participated in the programme. As a 
part of the training programme, all the nine participants have developed individual 
action research proposals during the training itself.

The third face was devoted for the execution of the developed action 
research proposals by the CTE faculty at their work place for about three months 
duration. During the last phase, they were again called at RIE for a three days
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meeting from 22nd to 25th February, 2005 to take the stock of activities and also to 
orient them about how to report the action research studies.

The present document provides a detailed account of all the activities 
organized in the four phases. The major outcome of the programme was the 
reports submitted by the participants. Due to the space problem, the reports of the 
participants have been brought-out as a separate volume under the title ‘Action 
Research Reports’.

I acknowledge the cooperation extended by all the participants through out 
the duration of the programme. I am extremely thankful to Dr. G. Ravindra, 
Principal, RIE, Mysore and Prof. K. Dorasami, the then Head and Dean, 
Department of Education RIE, Mysore for their cooperation and support extended 
in conducting the programme. Further, I am also grateful to all the resource 
persons namely Dr. C G Venkatesha Murthy, Prof. Govinda Rao, Prof. 
Lalithamma Dr. V D Bhat, Dr. B. Phalachandra, and Dr. G. Viswanathappa for 
their valuable contribution during the training programme. The coordinator is also 
grateful to the team of Department of Extension Education for their timely help.

The coordinator has made an attempt to cover all the significant aspects of 
the entire programme to provide an insight into how the programme was planned 
and executed. Through at most care has been taken for preparing this document, 
however, there might be some lacuna and omissions due to the shortage of time 
and also due to the limitations from the part of the coordinator. Readers are 
welcome to provide their suggestions.

ANIL KUMAR K. 
Programme Coordinator

Mysore 
March, 2005
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME



TRAINING ON ACTION RESEARCH FOR 
THE CTE FACULTY OF KARNATAKA

Prologue
The Regional Institute of Education (RIE), Mysore is one 

of the constituent units of the National Council of 
Educational Research and Training (NCERT), New Delhi, which 
caters to the educational needs (Pre-service and In-service) 
of teachers, teacher educators and other functionaries of 
school education in the four southern states namely Andhra 
Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu and the Union 
Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep.

In addition to the regular innovative pre-service 
teacher education programmes, the institute also organise 
various in-service educational programme for the capacityo
building of the faculty of District Institutes of Education 
and Training (DIETs), Colleges of Teacher Education (CTEs), 
Institute of Advanced Studies in Education (IASEs) and State 
Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERTs) and 
other functionaries of state/union territories in the 
southern region.

During the year 2004-05, as per the request of the 
Government of Karnataka, the RIE, Mysore has taken up a 
programme for training the Colleges of Teacher Education 
(CTE) Faculty on Action Research under the approved PAC 
programmes of the NCERT, New Delhi for the year 2004-05.
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Colleges of Teacher Education (CTEs):

In pursuance of the National Policy on Education (1986) 
and its Programme of Action (1986 & 1992), a centrally
sponsored scheme of teacher education was formulated. Under 
this, selected Secondary Teacher Education Institutions in 
the Country were upgraded as CTEs with a view to impart 
quality pre-service and in-service education to the secondary 
school teachers and conduct research, innovation and 
extension activities in the field of secondary education. 
There are more than 200 CTEs in the country and out of these 
10 are in Karnataka. The following are the major functions of 
the CTEs.

• To organise pre-service teacher education courses for 
preparation of secondary school teachers;

• To organise subject centered and shorter-theme-specific 
in-service teacher education programmes for secondary 
school teachers;

• To provide extension and resource support services to 
secondary schools, school complexes and individual 
teachers;

• To conduct experimentation and innovations in school 
education;

• To provide training and resource support for the new 
areas of educational concern, e.g. value oriented 
education, work experience, environmental education, 
population education, educational technology, computer 
literacy, vocationalisation and science education;

• To provide support to professional bodies and;

• To encourage community participation in Teacher 
Preparation programmes
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As a matter of fact, the faculty of CTEs is engaged in 
various professional development programmes and one such 
programme was organised for the CTE faculty by the RIE, 
Mysore to empower them in the area of action research.

About the Training Programme

Quality education is a concern of all. It has been 
rightly observed that the guality of education depends up on 
the guality of teachers. Teacher education institutions are 
responsible for supplying guality teachers. At the secondary 
level, the CTEs are engaged in molding guality secondary 
school teachers. Professional development and commi tment 
towards the profession indeed becomes crucial factors for 
performance. For achieving these goals, teacher educators 
would undertake reflective practices to improve their own 
practices. Action learning and Action research do a lot in 
this direction. Thus, a programme of action research was 
planned for the CTE faculty of Karnataka by the RIE, Mysore 
towards this direction.

Specific Objectives

The specific objectives of the training programme were:

• To orient the CTE faculty on the theoretical aspects 
of Action Research;

• To empower the CTE faculty in identification of a 
problem, developing Action research Proposals and 
executing the plan; and

• To develop skills in Reporting Action Research 
Studies.
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The Participants

Twenty participants (two from each CTE) from all the 10 
Colleges of Teacher Education (CTEs) were invited to attend 
the programme. A list of the CTEs in Karnataka is provided in 
Appendix-I.

The Strategy

Keeping in view the target group and the nature of the 
topic, the Programme was planned in four phases.

Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Planning Meeting
Training on Action Research
Conducting Action Research by the Participants 
Reporting of Action Research

A bird's eye view of the activities that were planned to 
undertake in each phase is given below:

Phase -I

During this phase, the major inputs for the training 
programme would be finalized along with an Approach Paper 
with the involvement of all the Resource Persons. This 
meeting was planned for the first week of September, 2004 in 
the Department of Education, RIE, Mysore. A programme 
schedule for the training programme was also to be finalized 
during this meeting.
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Phase -IX

The 8 days training programme was planned to organise 
from second/third week of September, 2004 to provide the CTE 
faculty an in-depth understanding about the concept, nature 
and characteristics of action research. Further, the faculty 
would identify one individual action research problem and 
workout the detailed plan of action for executing the action 
research at their own institutions. Sessions were also 
planned for the development of necessary tools for data 
collection and familiarizing the use of computers in action 
research.

Phase -III

During this phase, the participants would carry out the 
approved action research plan at their own institutions for a 
duration of about 3 months (December-February) . Head's of 
institutions would be requested to provide all support and 
cooperation to carry out the study by the CTE faculty.

Phase -IV

The participants would be further requested to attend a 
three-days meeting for reporting the Action Research in the 
end of February, 2005. During this meeting, the participants 
would be oriented about the need for documenting and 
disseminating action research findings. A reporting format 
has also to be discussed and the participants have to 
finalize a draft report of the action research undertaken by 
them in this meeting.
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Resource Persons

The resource persons for the entire programme was mostly 
drown from the institute itself except a few from the 
outside. A list of the resource persons is enclosed in 
Appendix-II.

The Venue

The venue for the training programme was at T-4, 
Technology Block of the Regional Institute of Education 
(RIE), Mysore.

A report of the activities undertaken in each phase is 
given in the following pages.
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PHASE - 1
PLANNING MEETING

About the Meeting

As mentioned earlier, the programme was organised in 
four phases. The first phase was entirely devoted to plan the 
inputs for the eight days training programme.

A one-day meeting of the resource persons (both internal 
and external) was organised on 3rd September, 2004. The major 
objectives of the meeting were to arrive at a consensus on 
the concept of action research among the resource persons, to 
decide about the various inputs that are to be included in 
the eight days training programme (Phase-II) and also to 
draft an approach paper and programme schedule.

All the resource persons met on 3rd September, 2004 in 
the Chamber of the Head, Department of Education. Through a 
brain-storming session, the resource persons arrived at a 
consensus on the concept of action research and the inputs 
for the training programme. The resource persons once again 
met on 8th September, 2004 to give a final shape to the 
inputs.

The Outcomes
The following inputs were finalized for the training 

programme (Phase II and Phase IV) .
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• Sharing of Experience by the participants
• Introduction to Action Research

(The concept, meaning, definitions, characteristics, 
models, etc.)

• Action Research in the Context of CTEs
• Sharing of Action Research Experience

(By a practitioner)

• Steps involved in Action Research
• Preparation of Action Research Proposals
• Tools for Action Research
• Use of Computers in Action Research

Further, the following inputs were also tentatively 
identified for Phase IV.

• Need for reporting Action Research
• Suggested format for Action Research Report
• Need for Documentation and Dissemination of action

Research
• Ethical Consideration in Action Research

In addition to this, an approach paper for the training 
programme and a tentative programme schedule was also 
finalized. They are provided in the following pages.
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Introduction to Action Research

What is Action Research?

Basically it is an approach to improve your own practice. 
You start with a problem you encounter in your practice. It 
could be a concern that students do not spend enough effort in 
reviewing course materials; or they have great difficulty 
learning a particular topic in the course. Faced with the 
problem, the action researcher will go through a series of 
phases (reflect, plan, action, observe) called the Action 
Research Cycle to systematically tackle the problem. In 
practice, things rarely go perfectly according to plan first 
time round. Usually you discover ways to improve your action 
plan in light of your experience and feedback from the 
students/clients. One cycle of planning, acting, observing and 
reflecting, therefore usually leads to another, in which you 
incorporate improvements suggested by the initial cycle. 
Projects often do not fit neatly into a cycle of planning, 
action, observation and reflection. It is perfectly legitimate 
to follow a somewhat disjointed process if circumstances 
dictate.

Action research consists of a family of research 
methodologies, which pursue action and research outcomes at 
the same time. It therefore has some components, which 
resemble consultancy or change agency, and some, which 
resemble field research. It is basically a form of science, 
which differs from the model of experimental physics, but is 
genuinely scientific in its emphasis on careful observation 
and study of the effects of behavior on human systems as their 
members manage change.
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The Action Research Cycles

Reflect

( Observe

Reflect< />Act ,-rjx.

Action research tends to be...

• cyclic — similar steps tend to recur, in a similar 
sequence;

• participative — the clients and informants are involved 
as partners, or at least active participants, in the 
research process;

• qualitative — it deals more often with language than 
with numbers; and

• reflective — critical reflection upon the process and 
outcomes are important parts of each cycle.

Action research has a number of further distinctive 
features, as described by Zuber-Skerritt, (1982). For her, 
action research is:

• Critical collaborative enquiry by
• Reflective practitioners who are
• Accountable in making the results of their enquiry 

public,
• Self-evaluative in their practice, and engaged in
• Participative problem-solving and continuing professional 

development.
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Action Research Defined

There are many definitions for action research. Some of 
the definitions are provided in the following paragraphs:

"a systemic inquiry that is collective, collaborative, self- 
reflective, critical and undertaken by participants in the 
inquiry" (McCutcheon and Jung 1990).

"a form of collective self-reflective inquiry undertaken by 
participants in social situations in order to improve the 
rationality and justice of their own social or educational 
practices, as well as their understanding of these practices 
and the situations in which these practices are carried out” 
(Kemmis and McTaggert 1999).

"action research aims to contribute both to the practical 
concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and 
to the goals of social science by joint collaboration' within a 
mutually acceptable ethical framework" (Rapoport 1970)

Action research is deliberate, solution-oriented investigation 
that is group or personally owned and conducted. It is 
characterized by spiraling cycles of problem identification, 
systematic data collection, reflection, analysis, data-driven 
action taken, and, finally, problem redefinition. The linking 
of the terms "action" and "research" highlights the essential 
features of this method: trying out ideas in practice as a 
means of increasing knowledge about and/or improving 
curriculum, teaching, and learning (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1982).

Action research is a form of collective self-reflective 
enquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in 
order to improve the rationality and justice of their own
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social or educational practices, as well as their 
understanding of those practices and the situations in which 
the practices are carried out... The approach is only action 
research when it is collaborative, though it is important to 
realise that action research of the group is achieved through 
the critically examined action of individual group members. 
(Kemmis and McTaggart 1988)

The Origin

The origins of action research are unclear within the 
literature. Authors such as Kemmis and McTaggert (1988), 
Zuber-Skerrit (1992), Holter and Schwartz-Barcott (1993) state 
that action research originated with Kurt Lewin, an American 
psychologist. McKernan (1988) states that action research as a 
method of inquiry has evolved over the last century and 
careful study of the literature shows "clearly and 
convincingly that action research is a root derivative of the 
scientific method* reaching back to the Science in Education 
movement of the late nineteenth century.

McKernan (1991) also states that there is evidence of the 
use of action research by a number of social reformists prior 
to Lewin, such as Collier in 1945, Lippitt and Radke in 1946 
and Corey in 1953. McTaggert (1992) cites work by Gstettner 
and Altricher which has a physician named Moreno using group 
participation in 1913 in a community development initiative 
with prostitutes in Vienna. Freideres (1992) asserts that the 
concept of participatory research emerged in the 1970s from 
development work in low income countries.

Despite the clouded origins of action research, Kurt 
Lewin, in the mid 1940s constructed a theory of action
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research, which described action research as "proceeding in a 
spiral of steps, each of which is composed of planning, action 
and the evaluation of the result of action" (Kemmis and 
McTaggert 1990). Lewin argued that in order to "understand and 
change certain social practices, social scientists have to 
include practitioners from the real social world in all phases 
of inquiry". This construction of action research theory by 
Lewin made action research a method of acceptable inquiry.

Salient Features of Action Research

From the definitions and while tracing the origin, it is 
clear that the different functionaries of the education system 
undertake action research. The following are some of the 
features of action research.

• The need for action research emerges due to the perceived 
dissatisfaction from a situation by the practitioner and 
also due to the feeling that there is a need to bring 
improvement in the existing situation. The perceived 
dissatisfaction may be in the form of sensing a gap, or 
deviations from normal pattern, or weaknesses of the 
current practices.

• Action research has implications for changes in the ways 
and means of doing things. The practitioner has also a 
clear vision of goal towards which they want to take the 
present situation.

• Action research is a small-scale intervention. It aims at 
bringing out changes in the functioning of the 
practitioner himself/herself. It may or may not have a 
consequence for others.

• Action research is concerned with a real problem faced by 
the practitioner, followed by attempts made to find 
solutions of the problem.

• Action research enables practitioners to engage in 
critical reflection on specific aspects of their 
practice.

• Action research can also be conducted by a group of 
practitioners, where the context and the nature of the 
problem are one and the same.
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It is desirable at this junction to distinguish between 
action research and other practices. As Dick and Swepson, 
state, action research and some form of practice are in some 
ways very similar. Both are often directed towards the 
achievement of change. Both are qualitative and often 
participative. Both tend to be flexible and cyclic. However, 
despite these similarities, there are characteristics and 
criteria that differentiate an action research project from 
everyday practice. Most definitions of action research focus 
upon the themes of empowerment of the participants; 
collaboration through participation; acquisition of knowledge; 
and social change. Kemmis and McTaggart write that to do 
action research one must plan, act observe and reflect more 
carefully, more systematically, and more rigorously than one 
usually does in everyday life; and to use the relationships 
between these moments in the process as a source of both 
improvement and knowledge. Thus action research includes 
aspects of both action and research. Thus action research has 
a distinct identity.

Models of Action Research
There are different models of action research, which have 

emerged at different points of time. Let us have a glance 
through some of these models.

Kurt Lewin' s Model

Kurt Lewin has generally credited as the person who 
coined the term Action Research. His concept of action 
research was quickly absorbed in social science and education. 
His approach involves a spiral of steps, 'each of which is 
composed of a circle of planning, action and fact-finding
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about the result of the action' . The basic cycle involves the 
following:

Identifying a 
general or initial 
Idea

reconnaissance 
or fact finding

take first action 
step ex

planning

evaluate

amended plan

take second 
action step

This is how Lewin describes the initial cycle:

The first step then is to examine the idea carefully 
in the light of the means available. Frequently more 
fact-finding about the situation is required. If 
this first period of planning is successful, two 
items emerge: namely, "an overall plan" of how to 
reach the objective and secondly, a decision in 
regard to the first step of action. Usually this 
planning has also somewhat modified the original 
idea.

The next step is 'composed of a circle of planning, 
executing, and reconnaissance or fact finding for the purpose 
of evaluating the results of the second step, and preparing 
the rational basis for planning the third step, and for 
perhaps modifying again the overall plan' . What we, can see
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here is an approach to research that is oriented to problem
solving in social and organizational settings.

Stephen Kemmis' Model
During early eighties, Stephen Kemmi s has considerably 

refined and formalized the concept of action research and how 
it applies to education. Kemmis and his colleagues at Deakin 
University in Australia, have produced a series of 
publications and course materials on action research. Kemmis 
articles on action research are useful in reviewing how 
educational action research has developed from the work of 
Lewin and established its own character. In his 'Action 
Research Planner', Kemmis provided a sequential programme for 
teachers intending to engage in action research. Thus the 
action research spiral based on Kemmis and Me Taggart (1988) 
is shown below:

a.

My enquiry 
questioning is 
disrupted by my need 
to keep control in ways 
the class expects.

Record questions and 
responses on tape for 
a couple of lessons to 
see what is 
happening. Keep 
notes of my 
impressions in a diary.

Enquiry developing 
but students are more 
unruly. How can I keep 
them on track? By 
listening to each other, 
probing their 
questions? What 
lessons help?

Record on tape 
questioning and 
control statements. 
Note in diary effects 
on student behaviour.

My students think that 
science means recalling 
facts rather than a 
process of enquiry. How 
can I stimulate enquiry 
in my students? Change 
the curriculum? Change 
my questioning? Settle 
on questioning 
strategies.
Shift questioning 
strategy to encourage 
students to explore 
answers to their own 
questions.

Try questions which let 
students say what they 
mean, what interests 
them.
Continue general aim 
but reduce number of 
control statements.

Use less control 
statements for a couple 
of lessons.

Fig. The 'action research spiral' (based on Kemmis and McTaggart 
1988: 14). 16



Dave Ebbutt' s Model

Dave Ebbutt (1985), a colleague of Elliott, provides us 
with another variation on Kemmis' model, which is presented 
below.

According to Ebbutt, the spiral is not the most useful 
metaphor. Instead, the most appropriate way to conceive of the 
process of action research is to think of it as comprising of 
a series of successive cycles, each incorporating the 
possibility for the feedback of information within and between 
cycles. Such a description is not nearly so neat as conceiving 
of the process as a spiral; neither does it lend itself quite 
so tidily to a diagrammatic representation.
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John Ellitt's Model

John Elliott take up Kemmis' schema of the action 
research spiral and produced a similar but more elaborate 
model, which is presented below.

Fig.- Elliott's action research model (from Elliott 1991: 71)
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Elliot gave the following elaborations. '.. although I
think Kemmis* model is an excellent basis for starting to 
think about what action research involves, it can allow those 
who use it to assume that 'The General Idea' can be fixed in 
advance, that 'Reconnaissance* is merely fact-finding and that 
'Implementation* is a fairly strait forward process.

James McKernan* s Model

Build on the Lewin*s original idea, and Kemmi s' 

interpretation of it, James McKernan has suggested a 'time 

process' model during 1991 which emphasis the importance of 
not allowing an action research 'problem* to become too 
rigidly fixed in time, and of rational problem solving and 
democratic ownership by the community of researchers' which is 
presented below.
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The Model Used in the Training Programme

In the training programme modified version of the Me 
Keman's Time Process Model has been used. The model consists 
of 10 steps. They are as follows:

1. Perception of the problem/Dissatisfaction
2. Analysis of the Problem/Dissatisfaction
3. Understanding the probable causes
4. Developing propositions
5. Prioritizing propositions
6. Developing an Action Hypothesis
7. Planning an Intervention
8. Execution of an Intervention
9. Evaluation of the Intervention
10. Decision Making (Reflecting, Explanation and 

Understanding Action)

A brief elaboration of the each step has been provided 
below.

Step-1 : Perception of the Problem/Dissatisfaction

The need for action research emerges out of perceived 
dissatisfaction with the existing situation/practice and/or 
with the idea of bringing out improvement in the 
situation/practice. This requires understanding and paying 
attention to the following questions.

What is causing dissatisfaction?
Why it is happening?
What can I do about it?
How can I do it?
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Once the above questions are focused, it leads to 
perceiving a problem, as it exists. This is a prerequisite for 
undertaking any action research. This is the first step in 
action research.

Step-2 : Analyse the Problem/ Dissatisfaction

Once the dissatisfaction or problem is perceived, it 
needs to be analyzed from all possible angles. The 
practitioner now tries to find the magnitude of the problem 
and the various issues that surround the perceived problem.

Step-3 : Understanding the Probable Causes

Once the problem is analyzed, the probable causes can be 
identified. Thus the practitioner start listing all-possible 
causes from different perspectives. The causes are only 
possible and plausible causes. These causes are based on 
practitioner's intelligent guesswork too. They have to be now 
stated in the unambiguous terms.

Step-4 : Development of Propositions

While analyzing and understanding the probable causes, it 
is necessary to develop a tentative theory considering the 
dynamics of the genesis of a problem. A proposition is one, 
where a researcher develops a conceptual and functional 
relationship, tentatively to understand and explain a given 
situation. This will facilitate a better understanding of how 
to go about conducting action research. Based on different 
causes, different propositions can be developed.

Step-5 : Prioritizing Propositions

Once a practitioner has developed more than one 
proposition then there is a need to prioritize these 
propositions and select any one for the development of action



hypothesis. While prioritizing the propositions one may keep 
the following views in mind.

What a practitioner can attempt?

What is a priority issue according to the practitioner?

What is in the larger interest of the group?

Step-6 : Developing an Action Hypothesis

An action hypothesis is statement of tentative 
action/intervention/solution to a problem. Thus it contains 
the intended action/intervention potentially capable of 
changing the dissatisfaction/solving the problem/minimizing 
the intensity of the problem. Therefore an action hypothesis 
intends change. It is to be developed based on the prioritized 
proposition. Further, only one action hypothesis is to be 
developed in every spiral.

Step-7 : Planning an Intervention

Once the hypothesis is formulated, now a broad design is 
on hand. Thus, the practitioner can decided on what 
interventions has to be planned and executed. It covers all 
aspects of "What' 'Who' 'How' and 'When' of any intervention. 
The planning has to be as elaborate as possible with regard to 
modalities and the duration of intervention. Further, the plan 
should not be too rigid so that the practitioner must be able 
to adopt a contingency plan too to meet any exigencies.

Step-8 : Execution of an Intervention

Once a detailed plan of the intervention is worked out, 
the next step is implementation of the intervention. Based on 
the planned schedule, one has to execute the intervention. 
This has to be done very systematically by using various 
strategies identified so that some data can be generated. The
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generated data needs to be organised and treated gualitatively 
or quantitatively so that the effectiveness of the 
intervention could be examined.

Step-9 : Evaluation of the Intervention

Evaluation gives an idea about the functioning or 
effectiveness of the intervention. Thus based on the analysis 
of the data, the practitioner has to assess the worth or 
usefulness of the intervention. Assess whether the 
intervention on the whole succeeded completely or partially or 
failed totally. Evidences of effectiveness or ineffectiveness 
of an intervention is important to make reflection and 
decision-making.

Step-10 : Decision Making
(Reflection, Explanation & Understand the Action)

Based on the results of evaluation, the practitioner has 
to 'reflect' first. Reflection is the centrality of action 
research. Reflection is the process of stepping back from 
experience to process what the experience means, with a view 
to plan further actions. Reflection is the critical link 
between the concrete experience, the interpretations and 
taking new action. Reflection leads to decision-making. Thus 
the practitioner make deliberate decisions to effect a change 
in practice if found completely appropriate or to move on to 
the next spiral.

A Diagrammatic representation of the Model has been 
presented in the following figure.
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REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, MYSORE 
TRAINING OF CTE FACULTY ON ACTION RESEARCH 

(22-29 September, 2004)

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

Jdme
Day^

09.00 - 09.30 09.30- 11.00 11.15-01.00 02.00-03.30 03.45-05.30

Day-1
22/09/04
Wednesday

Registration of 
Participants

Inaugural
Session

Sharing of Action 
Research
Experiences by the 
Participants 
(R.P) /(I. W)

Introduction to Action Research

(R. P.)

Day-2
23/09/04
Thursday

Review and
Rapporteur’s
Presentation

Action Research 
in the Context 
of CTEs 
(R.P) / (G. W)

Sharing of Action 
Research by a 
Practitioner 
(R.P)

Dissatisfaction State
Analysis of the Problem 

Presentation of the Problem 
(R.P) / (I.W)

Day-3
24/09/04
Friday

Review and
Rapporteur’s
Presentation

Understanding ___ Developing -------► Prioritizing ---- Presentations
the Probable Propositions Propositions
Causes

(R.P) /(I.W)

I.W = Individual Work, GW = Group Work, R.P = Resource Person’s Presentation Conti.. Page-26



Time 09.00-09.30 09.30- 11.00 11.15-01.00 02.00-03.30 03.45-05.30

Day-4
25/09/04
Saturday

Review- and
Rapporteur’s
Presentation

Formulation of 
Action
Hypothesis
(R.P)/(I.W)

Presentation pf the 
Action Hypothesis 

(I-W)

Tools for Action
Research
(R.P)

Identification 
and Designing 
of the Tools 
(RP) / (I.W)

Day - 5
26/09/04
Sunday

Review and
Rapporteur’s
Presentation

Use of Computers i 
(Hands on E 

(R.

n Action Research 
xperiences)
P)

Development
(I-W)

of Tools

Day - 6
27/09/04
Monday

Review and
Rapporteur’s
Presentation

Presentation and Finalisation of Tools 
(R.P) / (I.W)

Plan
Interventions

(RP)

Plan
Interventions

(I.W)

Day-7
28/09/04
Tuesday

Review and
Rapporteur’s
Presentation

Presentation of Interventions 
(R.P) / (I.W)

Finalisation of Action Research 
Proposals

(RP)/(I.W)

Day - 8
29/09/04
Wednesday

Review and
Rapporteur’s
Presentation

Presentation of Final Proposals 
(I.W)

Plan for Phase - 
III and Phase IV 
Activities 

(R.P)

Valedictory
Session

I.W = Individual Work, G.W = Group Work, R.P = Resource Person’s Presentation
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PHASE - 2
TRAINING ON ACTION RESEARCH

About the Training

The eight days training programme on action research for 
the CTE faculty of Karnataka was organised from 22-29th 
September, 2004 at the RIE, Mysore. The Director, DSERT, 
Bangalore was requested to depute at least 2 faculty from the 
10 CTEs for the training programme- However, only 9 
participants from 6 CTEs attended the training programme. A 
list of the participants attended the programme are enclosed 
in Appendix-Ill.

The Strategy

The strategy adopted for the training programme was more 
of a participatory in nature. A mix of lectures, discussions, 
group activities, sharing of experiences and panel 
discussions were organised to provide various inputs in the 
training programme mostly by the in-house resource persons.

The Model

The action research is consided as reflective practice 
of a practitioner who is sensitive to the professional 
standards and requirements. As sited in the approach paper, 
there are various models existing at present to conduct 
action research in the field of education. However, as 
mentioned earlier, for the present training programme, MC
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Kernan's Time Process Model was used with carta i n 

modifications.

A detailed session-wise proceeding is presented in the 
following pages.

An Overview of the 8 days Proceedings
Day -1 (22nd September, 2005)

Session - 1

Session 1 was devoted for the registration of the 
participants. The registration session started at 9.30 AM. 
Only a few participants were arrived by this time. 
Registration was done at the venue i.e., at T-4, Technology 
Block of the Institute. Participants were supplied with 
necessary writing pads, stationeries and a copy of the 
training manual containing the approach paper. The 
registration session was concluded at 10.45 AM.

Session - 2

Prof. A.V. Govinda Rao, Retd. Principal of a B.Ed 
College., chaired the inaugural session in the absence of the 
Principal and dean of instruction, RIE, Mysore. At the out 
set, Dr. Anil Kumar K., the coordinator of the programme 
welcomed all the participants and requested Prof. A.V Govinda 
Rao to provide the inaugural address. In his inaugural 
address. Prof. A.V Govinda Rao stressed the need for 
undertaking action research for improving the practices of 
teachers and teacher educators. 28



The inaugural address was followed by a self
introduction of the participants. Then the coordinator 
outlined the genesis of the programme and explained about the 
activities planned for the eight days. A pre-test was 
admini stered to all the participants. A Copy of the same is 
enclosed in Appendix-IV. The inaugural session was closed at 
11.45 AM.

Session - 3

The next session was an interactive session for sharing 
of the experiences of the participants in the area of action 
research. Prof. A.V Govinda Rao and Dr. V.D Bhat, Reader, 
department of Education, initiated the discussion. Dr. B.S 
Upadhyaya, Reader in Mathematics and the State Coordinator of 
Karnataka was also present. Most of the participants have 
expressed that they have undergone some orientation 
programmes on action research organised by the SCERTs. 
However, they did not get any intensive training in the area 
of action research. Some of the participants have reported 
that they have been assigned the task of training secondary 
teachers in the area action research. The session concluded 
with the expression of the participants' expectations from 
the training programme.

Sessions - 4 & 5

Post-lunch session was devoted to a theoretical 
presentation on action research. Dr. C.G. Venkatesha Murthy, 
Reader in the Department of Education, presented a detailed 
introduction to action research. In his presentation, Dr. 
Murthy explained the need to undertake action research by the
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teachers and teacher educators and touched upon the origin, 
the models and the characteristics of action research. With 
the help of the multi-media, Dr. Murthy educated the 
participants about the steps to be followed in conducting 
action research. The ten steps were elaborated with suitable 
illustrations.

The ten steps are:

1. Perception of the problem/Dissatisfaction
2. Analysis of the Problem/Dissatisfaction
3. Understanding the probable causes
4. Developing propositions
5. Prioritizing propositions
6. Developing an Action Hypothesis
7. Planning an Intervention
8. Execution of an Intervention
9. Evaluation of the Intervention
10. Decision Making (Reflecting, Explanation and

Understanding Action)

At about 4.00 EM, Dr. G Ravindra, the Principal, RIE, 
Mysore addressed the participants. In his speech Prof. 
Ravindra stressed the need for professional development of 
teacher educators. However, Dr. Ravindra expressed the deep 
concern and dissatisfaction over the poor responses of the 
participants in the programme.

The session further continued with the questions and 
queries from the participants. Dr. Murthy clarified their 
doubts. Handouts of the presentations were also distributed
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to all the participants (Appendix-V). The afternoon session 
ended at 5.15 PM.

Day -2 (23rd September, 2005)

Session - 1

At sharp 9.00 AM the second day's activities were 
started with the presentation of a report of the previus 
day's activities. This Session was then followed by a lecture 
on action research in the context of CTEs by Prof. 
Lalithamma, Department of Studies in Education, University of 
Mysore. In her interaction with the participants, she 
distinguished the role of conventional research and the role 
of action research and the possible areas of interventions 
for a secondary teacher educator.

Prof. Lalithamma further pointed-out that each of us who 
are concerned with the quality of education must involve in 
doing action research at their own capacity.

Session - 2

An entire session was devoted for sharing a 
practitioners experience on action research. Ms. S.K. 
Shamala, the PGT in English highlighted her experience of 
conducting action research on 'Competency Based Teaching 
Learning Strategies to Improve Writing Skills in English for 
the Students of Class V' at the DM School of RIE, Mysore. The 
session further lead to more of an interactive one, as many 
of the participants were keen to know various aspects of the 
interventions adopted and the final outcomes. A copy of the
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report of her action research is provided in Appendix-VI. The 
session ended at 1.00 PM. The group then disbursed for lunch.

Sessions — 3 & 4

Dr.C.G. Venkatesha Murthy initiated the post lunch 
session. As the participants were required to draft an action 
research proposal, the remaining sessions were organised in 
such a way that each step in conducting action research is 
taken for discussion one by one. Thus, this particular 
session was devoted to discuss about the first step i.e., 
what is a dissatisfaction state, how to perceive a problem/ 
dissatisfaction and how to articulate the problem.

Dr. Murthy in his interaction provided sufficient 
examples how various teachers have felt dissatisfaction in 
their day to day teaching affair. He has highlighted some of 
the problems identified by the DIET faculty of Kerala and 
Andhra Pradesh in an earlier programme conducted by him. The 
participants were then asked to mention some of their 
feelings/dissatisfaction with their practice and informed 
that one should perceive a problem/dissatisfaction first, and 
then only there is a scope for undertaking the action 
research. The participants have tentatively identified a 
problem for action research by the end of the day. The 
session ended at 5.30 PM.

Day -3 (24rd September, 2005)

Sessions —1 to 4
The session started with a report presentation of the 

activities undertaken in the previous day. Further, the next
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three steps in conducting action research were taken up for 
the sessions of the day. The following resource persons 
namely A.V Govinda Rao, Dr. V.D Bhat, Dr.C.G. Venkatesha 
Murthy and the Coordinator were present throughout the day 
for discussion and presentation.

The second step i.e., Understanding Probable Causes was 
taken-up first and discussed in detail. One has to start 
listing all the probable causes after identification of a 
dissatisfaction state. These causes are only possible and 
plausible causes.

The third step i.e., Developing Propositions was 
discussed further. Proposition is a tentative theory, which 
is to be developed based on different causes and their 
interrelationships. Practical examples were provided on how 
to develop a proposition. It can be framed based on the 
individual factors, based on school factors and also on 
home/family factors.

In the afternoon session, how to prioritise the 
propositions was discussed. The prioritization could be made 
based on what a practitioner can attempt and what is the 
larger interest of the group. Thus, towards the end of the 
day, the participants were in a position to identify the 
probable causes and able to write the propositions for the 
identified problem.
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Day -4 C25*11 September, 2005)
Sessions — 1 & 2

Formulation of an action hypothesis was the theme for 
the morning session. Dr. K. Dorasami, Head, Department of 
Education and Dr. B. Phalachandra, Reader in education, acted 
as resource persons for the morning session. Dr. B. 
Phalachadra in his presentation highlighted the need for 
developing an action hypothesis in action research. He has 
further outlined the different ways of stating an action 
hypothesis. Dr. Dorasami illustrated how to formulate action 
hypothesis for an action research problem identified by the 
participants. A lot of discussions were held on framing the 
action hypothesis as it has to be developed based on the 
prioritized proposition and for one spiral only one action 
hypothesis needs to be made.

The participants were then worked individually and 
developed one action research hypothesis based on the 
identified problem and the prioritized proposition. The 
participants presented their hypotheses and were modified 
accordingly based on the feedback provided by the resource 
persons.

Sessions -3 & 4

Afternoon session was devoted for discussion on tools 
and techniques that are applicable for action research. Dr. 
V.D Bhat, gave a lecturer on various tools that could 
probably be employed in the action research. Dr. Bhat, in his 
interaction highlighted that the merit of each tool/technique
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would be asserted based on the evidences that can be provided 
by the particular device. Tools such as achievement “tests, 
diagnostic tests and techniques such as observation, 
interview and case studies are normally employed in action 
researches. A handout on various tools and techniques was 
distributed to the participants. A copy of the same is 
enclosed in Appendix —VII.

Further, during the session the participants have 
identified some of the tools/techniques that could be adopted 
in the context of the identified problem. The session ended 
at 5.00 PM.

Day -5 (26th September, 2005)

Being Sunday, the whole day was devoted for development 
of draft tools. The participants were asked to utilize the 
RIE Library facilities for reference. The participants have 
spent the whole day and utilized the services available in 
the library and made certain attempt to develop the tools.

Day -6 (26th September, 2005)
Sessions —1 & 2

The morning session was utilized to provide hands own 
experience to the participants. Dr. Viswanathappa, Sr. 
Lecturer in education provided an insight into various 
packages such as Excel for computing the descriptive 
statistics as well as for constructing various types of 
diagrams. Participants have worked individually at the 
Computer Centre of the RIE and had acquainted with various
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packages that are useful for reporting and presenting action 
research findings.

Sessions -3 & 4

. Planning interventions was the theme discussed in the 
two sessions at the afternoon. Dr. C.G. Venkadesha Murthy 
took the lead and said that once the action hypothesis is 
formulated then one has to plan what intervention has to be 
executed. He highlighted the need for planning and requested 
the participants to prepare a task grid showing the task, 
people, place, duration and remarks. The plan should spell 
out the component tasks of intervention. It should also spell 
out the constraints and the precautions to be observed.

The later part of the session participants were asked to 
develop task grid for the identified problem. Dr. Anil Kumar, 
the coordinator also provided the necessary assistance and 
guidance in putting their tasks into the tabular form. The 
session ended when all the participants drafted their plan 
ready for presentation in the next day.

Day —7 (27th September, 2005)

Sessions —1 & 2

The morning session of the day was started with the 
presentation of a report of the previous days activities. 
Then the session continued with participants presenting their 
prepared plan for intervention for the identified problem. 
Prof. A.V. Govinda Rao and Dr. K. Dorasami provided the 
necessary suggestions and comments to each presentation. The
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participants then sat and modified their plan for 
intervention accordingly.

Sessions -3 & 4

The major inputs were over by this time. Now the 
participants were asked to draft the final action research 
proposals based on the inputs provided to them in various 
sessions. The afternoon session was totally devoted for 
finalization of action research proposals. The session ended 
at 5.30 PM when all the participants drafted their individual 
action research proposals ready for the presentation.

Day —8 (28th September, 2005)

Sessions —1 & 2

The final day" s morning session was ultilised for the 
presentation of the final action research proposals. Dr. V.D. 
Bhat, Dr. Phalachandra and Dr. C.G V Murthy were available 
for interaction with the participants. Each participant was 
provide enough time to explain their action research problem 
and the plan of intervention. The resource persons provide 
constructive suggestions and informed the participants to 
think and act realistically.

The coordinator informed that the head's of the 
institutions would be requested to provide all necessary 
support for smooth conduct the study. Towards the end of the 
sessions all the participants could finalize their action 
research proposals and one copy of the same was supplied to
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the coordinator. The final action research proposals are 
provided in the following pages.

Sessions —3

The coordinator explained about the procedures to be 
followed while conducting the study during the afternoon 
session. Each participant was provided with a diary to note 
down the various activities on a day-to-day basis while 
implementing the intervention. Further, they were also 
reguested to start the activity at an early date. But some of 
the participants have informed that the new sessions would 
begin only in November/December, thus, the actual 
interventions could be initiated only after that. Dr. Anil 
Kumar, the coordinator further informed that there would be a 
meeting again after three-four months when most of the 
participants execute their plans for discussing about how to 
report the action research. The following general guidelines 
were provided to conduct the activities of Phase-Ill.

1. Maintain a diary.
2. Read the Literature for more conceptual clarity.
3. Go through the proposal and if needed make minimal 

changes according to the circumstances of the 
institution.

4. Prepare a final time schedule and adhere to the same.
5. Start the interventions according to the plan already 

prepared.
6‘. Collect as many as evidences (data) for analysis and 

reporting.
7. Observe each and every change and record the same then 

and there itself. —38



8. See the outcomes and if not satisfied start looking 
for other the alternative strategies.

9. Collate all the evidences for presentation to the 
group during the activities of Phase-IV.

10. Try to satisfy yourself in all attempts.

A post-test (same the one administered as the Pre-test) 
was administered to all participants. Further, the 
participants were requested to provide their feedback about 
the programme in the supplied feedback form. A copy .of the 
same is enclosed in Appendix -VIII. The results of pre-test 
and post-test, and the analysis of the feedback of the 
participants are enclosed as Appendix-IX.

Session —4

Prof. L. Srikandappa, Head; Department of Extension 
education, RIE Mysore chaired the valedictory session. During 
the valedictory session, participants have reported their 
satisfaction about the programme. They have thanked the 

organizers and the resource persons for their dedicated 
service and simplicity. They were also acknowledged the 
organizer for providing sufficient handouts and other related 
literatures.

The coordinator finally thanked each and every 
participant for their cooperation and also thanked the 
authorities for deputing them. The coordinator also thanked 
all the resource persons for their extent of help provided 
through the programme. The session ended with distribution of 
TA & DA and the Certificate of Attendance to all the 
participants.



The Outcomes

The outcome of the workshop is many folds. In fact, it 
had generated a plenty of discussion among the participants 
and also among the resource persons about the concept of 
action research and the basic philosophy behind. To be more 
precise and specific, the training had empowered the CTE 
faculty in the area of action research. Further, each 
participant has developed individual action research 
proposal, which are ready for execution. As mentioned
earlier a copy of the proposals is given in the following 
pages.
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ACTION RESEARCH PROPOSALS



Action Research Proposal

1. Title of Action Research:

2 . State the Dissatisfaction

3. Analysis of the Problem

4. Understanding the Probable Causes

5. Developing Propositions



6. Prioritising Propositions

7 . Action Hypothesis

8 . Plan Interventions

a) TASK GRID

b) Estimated Expenditure

c) Any other relevant Informations

9. Name and Address of the Practitioner



ACTION RESEARCH PROPOSAL

1. Title

Developing the Ability of Writing Good Lesson-plan Among Physics Teacher 
Trainees.

2. Dissatisfaction

I teach content-cum-methodology of teaching physics for B.Ed. trainees. I 
expect all my students to perform well, plan properly, think and write good 
lesson-plan.'

As Carter V. Good says “Lesson-plan is a plan of action that a teacher thinks 
before the practice”. But in spite of my sincere efforts they fail to reciprocate 
my efforts to write good lesson-plan.

3. Analysis of the Problem

My physics method class usually has 30 students. Out of them 50% failed to 
write different components of the lesson plan correctly.

4. Probable Causes

The causes for the inability of the teacher-trainees to write good lesson plan 
may be as follows :

a) Practitioner Part

a) Lack of preparation about lesson plan
b) Giving less illustrations on lesson plan.
c) Time spent on practice is less
d) Ineffective transaction on lesson plan.
e) Lack of motivation to write good lesson plan.

b) Teacher-Trainees Part

a) Fusion Z overlapping of instruction and guidance of other faculty 
members leading to confusion.

b) Inability to follow the steps of lesson plan properly.
c) Application of the said knowledge in new topic or in new situation.
d) Lack of interest
e) Not coping with new course of B.Ed. and new knowledge of lesson 

plan.
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5. Developing Propositions 

Proposition 1

Lesson plan is an essential part of B.Ed. course which is not done properly by 
the teacher trainees of physics method. This may be due to my lack of 
preparation and ineffective transaction with the students.

The planning has failed probably due to the inadequate time management, it 
means sufficient time is not spent to practice the lesson plan. It could also be

. due to my improper guidance which has not made them to convert theoretical 
knowledge into practice. Hence the teacher-trainees are not able to write 
good lesson plan in physics.

Proposition 2

Since the students have to study two methods, the instructions and guidance 
given by the other method master is perhaps creating confusion among them 
to write lesson plan properly which in turn leads to improper way of writing 
lesson plan.

6. Prioritising Propositions

Students are not able to write good lesson plan due to many reasons. 
Systematic planning and practice always enable the students to perform well. 
Therefore, I am prioritizing the first proposition.

7. Action Hypothesis

Providing sufficient practice in following the steps enable the teacher trainees 
to write good lesson plan.

7.1 Operational Definitions 
Sufficient Practice

The practitioner defines sufficient practice as “that opportunity where all 
students will get opportunities to see, discuss different kinds of lesson plan 
covering good, bad and ugly in order to understand the goodness of the 
lesson plan”. Hence the individual attempt made by students will be assessed 
and feedback will be given to them. Based on which, another attempt will be 
made by every trainee to come out with a lesson plan.

Good lesson- plan

A good lesson plan is one which is self-explanatory and takes care of all the 
steps spelt out adequately in relation to the content.
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8. Plan for Intervention

To solve the problem, first the practitioner has to prepare a write-up with 
criteria covering all the steps of a lesson plan. Based upon this write up, the 
requisite evaluation tool, i.e. checklist to assess the lesson plan has to be 
prepared. The practitioner seek guidance and help from the faculty members 
of Regional Institute of Education, Mysore. The practitioner wants to 
complete these two tasks in the months of October and November.

B.Ed. course may start from 1st December 2005. After 15 days the 
practitioner undertakes orientation on lesson plan. Microteaching will be 
undertaken and the intervention will be undertaken. To complete the task, 
additional classes will be planned and the intervention will be completed till 
February 2005 over a period of 2 54 months.

TASK GRID

SI.
No.

Task People Place Period Comments

1. Preparing a write-up 
enumerating all the steps 
of a lesson plan.

Practitioner CTE 5 hours 
(October)

Taking into 
account all 
steps 
criteria will 
be made.

2. Preparing an evaluation 
tool to assess lesson 
plan.

Practitioner
and
Experts

CTE 
and RIE

10 hours 
(November)

Checklist 
based on 
write-up.

3. Orientation on need, 
steps, importance, format 
of lesson plan.

Practitioner
and
Teacher
Trainees

CTE 5 hours Theoretical 
knowledge 
will be 
given.

4. Demonstrate how to write 
a lesson plan

-do- CTE 1 % hours

5. Assignment (Asked to 
write a lesson plan on a 
given topic).

Teacher
trainees

CTE Two days 
will be given 
to submit 
the
assignment.

6. Providing feedback 
regarding the lesson plan 
individually.

Teacher
Educator
to
Students

CTE 5 hours

7. Group discussion, 
summarise the 
discussion, debriefing.

CTE 6 hours Providing
an
opportunity
for
exchange of 
ideas.
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8. Assignment (Asked to 
write a lesson plan)

CTE To see how 
far they 
have
inculcated 
and tried.

9. Evaluate the lesson plan 
discussion.

CTE 8 hours To write 
good lesson 
plan

9. Estimated Expenditure

Rs.Five hundred only (Rs.500/-)

10. Name and Address of the Practitioner

Nafees Fathima 
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher Education
J.L.B. Road
Mysore
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ACTION RESEARCH PROPOSAL

1. Title

“Persuasive practice will enhance the effective use of SPECIMENS in 
Teaching Life Science”.

2. Dissatisfaction

The teacher trainees are not using the specimens effectively during their 
classroom teaching in the Life Science. It is very essential to use the 
specimens while teaching and it is also very necessary to use the specimens 
effectively and timely. Hence, I am in a state of dissatisfaction.

3. Analysis of the Problem

Life Science needs live specimens as they are live specific support in order to 
satisfy the learner and his curiosity. To develop certain special skills like 
observation, drawing, preservation and so on, exhibition of specimen is 
essential.

The teacher trainees of Biology are twelve in number. Only two of them out of 
this are keen in collecting the prescribed specimens. Another two are using 
them now and then on insisting to do so. The rest of the trainees did not use 
the specimen as they were expected to do so.

4. Probable Causes

The problem could be due to the following causes :
i) There may be lack of self interest to collect and exhibit the specimens.
ii) Lack of efforts and risk taking nature among the teacher-pupils.
iii) Lack of knowledge about the availability of specimens.
iv) Lack of use of community resources.
v) Lack of motivation to use them in the classroom.
vi) Lack of facilities to carry them to respective schools.
vii) As I am not strict while insisting specimens.
viii) Inadequate collections of specimens and chemicals in the department.

Justification

Biology is a subject of live, life and living. It is a discipline of visual organisms. 
Hence, it is incomplete without using specimens. All the sensory organs 
should be given some stimulus. The child should TOUCH THE SPECIMENS, 
SMELL IT and FEEL IT. Then he or she can learn naturally and first hand 
experience is the priority of teaching.

“If I hear I forget, If I do I understand. Hence, in order to give them that ‘doing’ 
specimens are very essential.
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If they do not use them effectively, then the children miss a lot of experiences 
as well as their practical knowledge about the Life Science.

Hence, I strongly felt that, it is an essential area where I can do some 
interventions and change them to use the specimens.

5. Developing Propositions

The Biology trainees are not using the specimens during their practice of 
teaching perhaps due to the lack of motivation, interest to collect them and 
exhibit them properly. They are perhaps not interested as they lack 
knowledge of the community resources and availability of the specimens. This 
is perhaps due to their non-flexible and non-negotiable approach. It may also 
be due to hesitation.

Even though they are likely to use them, they are not available in our 
department and they are ignorant about the methods of presentation. As our 
department is not having adequate equipment to carry them from college to 
schools, chemicals to preserve and so on, it is dissuading them to use more

• and more.

Hence, the above factors may or might add to the fact that the life science 
teacher trainees are not using the specimens to teach.

6. Prioritising Propositions

Perhaps, a majority of the teachers are not using the specimens regularly and 
effectively because, they lack motivation and interest, to collect or assemble 
them and exhibit. This could be due to the lack of knowledge of the 
community resources and availability of the specimens. It may also be due to 
the handling and exhibiting skills that the teachers are lacking in them. As a 
biology method master, I might have not given them extra time to practice 
them to teach with the specimens. Thus, perhaps, the knowledge and 
practice is playing an important role in dissuading them to use more and 
more, specimens to teach.

7. Action Hypothesis

“Persuasive practice will enhance the effective use of specimen in teaching 
Life Science”.

Operational Definitions

a) Persuasive Practice

Here persuasive practice means, convincing the importance and relevance of 
specimens in Life Science.
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Practices the skill of effective usage till they are acceptable level of 
perfections is achieved. Students will be given appropriate feedback between 
practices.

b) Effective Use

How they use the specimen the dexterity, handling, sensitizing the handling, 
preservation.
When they use the specimens at the time of conceptual understanding, at the 
time of discovery, at the time of evaluation.
What - suitable examples and whole specimen or part.

8. Plan for Interventions

In order to solve the identified problem, the following interventions are 
planned.

A. Providing the theoretical background, knowledge, need and importance of 
the ‘specimens’ in teaching Life Science through lecture and discussion 
method.

B. Providing a classified hand out of nature of specimens, classification, 
types of preservation and their availability in the local environment.

C. Convincing the importance and relevance of specimens in teaching Life 
Science through the demonstration. A topic is selected and taught to the 
high school students twice one with the specimens and the other without 
the specimens. The teacher trainees observe the two classes and a 
discussion session is arranged. The number of demonstration depend 
upon the understanding part of the teacher trainees. It may be more.

D. In order to develop sensitivity, the teacher trainees teach for 7-8 min. each 
in a simulated situation by using specimens. Each teacher uses different 
specimens and teach which is followed by the discussion. The sessions 
provide the opportunity to touch, smell, handle the live and preserved 
specimens. It also enables them to know when to use, how to use and 
what to use with regard to specimens. Pupil teacher practice is repeated 
if any changes are felt or required and thus, they are acquainted ;with 
various types of specimens.

E. While executing the plan, I have to take care that, specimens are used as 
integrated in the class. They are used differently at discovery, evaluation 
stage. Naturally they are made to use them even in the simulated 
situations.

Myself has to select similar topic to give demonstration for both attempts,
i.e. with specimens and without them. Another care is careful study of 
local fauna and flora and converting them into material.

F. To conduct the Action Research, I require the materials about specimens 
and their availability, I also require sufficient specimens to give practice. I 
may also take the guidance through the laboratory experts and also 
content expert.
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TASK GRID

The time required for the Action Plan might be around two and a half months.

First month consists of Task Number 1 and Task Number 2. 
Second Month consists of Task No 3 and Task No.4 
Third month is planned for Task 5 and Task 6.

SI.
No.

Task People Place Period Comments

1. Epistemology of 
specimens
Theoretical Knowledge

Self to
teacher
trainees

Lecture Hall 
at the
College
(CTE)

3 Hours Along with 
materials 
regarding the 
local Fauna 
and Flora 
and the list of 
college 
specimens.

2. Convincing the 
importance and 
relevance of specimens 
in teaching Life Science, 
through
Demonstrations.

Self to
High
School
pupils
and
Teacher
Trainees

DHS and
Methodology
Room

2 hours Number of 
classes are 
given to High 
School 
students one 
with
specimens 
and one 
without 
specimen.

3. Developing sensitivity, 
towards ‘SPECIMENS’ 
(what, when, how)

Teacher
trainees
to
Teacher
trainees

Methodology
Room

1 hour
X No. of 
Teacher 
Trainees

4. • Testing the
Performance of the 
Teacher Trainees

Self to
Teacher
Trainees

Methodology
Room

1 Hour Post-Test 
tools are 
administered 
and results/ 
data are 
tabulated.

5. Data Analysis,
Recording and 
Submission

Self Methodology 
room and 
Library 
reading 
room

4 Hours Consolidating 
all the task 
and
documenting.
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8. Estimated Expenditure

1. For Tools- Pre-test, Post-Test
DTP, Xeroxes and contingency charges. Around Rs.300/-.

2. For Materials
DTP, Xeroxes and contingency charges around Rs.300/-.

3. For consultation may visit local community resources Rs.100/-.

4. For Epistemology and guidance may contact RPs and arrange a demo 
Rs.500/-

5. Availing different specimens for Demonstrations, Rs.1000/-.

6. Transparencies and Floppy + CDs Rs.400/-

7. Reporting - computer + xerox + postal Rs.300/-

8. Photographs - Rs.100/-

Total - Rs.3000/-

9. Any other relevant Informations

May require some letters to Head of the Institution regarding the Action 
Research I am undertaking.

May require some letters to visit community researches.

May also need some letters to guide me to the subject experts.

10. Name and Address of the Practitioner

Smt. Vijayalaxmi Desai, B.Sc., M.A., M.Ed. 
Lecturer
M.L.M.N. College of Education 
Jyothinagara 
Chikmagalur 577 102
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ACTION RESEARCH PROPOSAL

1. Title

Impact of Stimulus Variation on Attending Behaviour of Teacher Trainees.

2. Dissatisfaction

I am not satisfied with the attending behaviour of the teacher trainees.

3. Analysis of the Problem

There are 40 students in my subject. Among these 40 students, 15 students 
involve in some other activities when I am taking the class. They engage in 
activities such as reading some notes or books, writing lesson plan or notes, 
murmuring and I have noticed some students yawning and changing their 
sitting posture more often.

This inattentive behaviour has generated a doubt in my mind that the skills I 
use to present the lesson is not proper and believe there is a need to use the 
skill of stimulus variation.

4. Probable Causes

i) Teacher is not using the skill of stimulus variation.
ii) Students are not familiar with the languages used by the teacher and 

almost all in this group belongs to North India.
iii) Students are attending the training course because of compulsion by 

this parents.
iv) Students are not interested in this subject.

5. Developing Propositions

• This problem could be because of task of use of the skill stimulus 
variation by the teacher. Probably this might be the reason for the 
students to loose interest in the subject.

• Some students might not have taken this course by choice.
• Another reason could be that these students are from N.J. Hence they 

do not know the regional language and English language.

6. Prioritising Propositions

I am prioritizing the first proposition.

7. Action Hypothesis

Use of stimulus variation in teaching will enhance the attending behaviour of 
the students.
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Operational Definitions

Stimulus Variation: The set of teacher behaviour that kept in sustaining the 
pupils’ attention in teaching situation is called stimulus variation.

The set of teacher behaviors are as follows :
1. Movement
2. Gestures (are non-verbal........ to express feelings and emotions)
3. Change in voice.
4. Focusing
5. Pause

Attending Behaviour

Attending behaviour is a behaviour where the participants are participating 
attentively to the teacher without being distracted by any other factors.

Tasks

1. Equipping with the components of stimulus variation by the practitioner.
2. Incorporating the components of stimulus variation in training.
3. Assessing the effect of using stimulus variation on the students.

8. Plan for Interventions

• First few class and approximately 5 to 8 class teachers without using 
the skill stimulus variation. Two students will be asked to observe the 
attending behaviour of the remaining students.

• Practitioner equipping with the component of stimulus variation.
• Incorporating the components of stimulus variation in teaching.
• Assessing the effect of using stimulus variation on the student. This 

will be done by comparing the observation schedule.
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TASK GRID

SI.
No.

Task People Place Period Comments

1. Practitioner’s preparation Practitioner
alone

Home/
Library

3 days To be done 
at
practitioner’s
level.

2. Implementing Practitioner 
and 40 
students

Classroom Practitioner 
uses the 
skills while 
teaching the 
lesson.

3. Assessing Practitioner
alone

Home / 
staff room

1 day The
practitioner
compares
the
observation 
schedules 
and assess 
the impact.

Teacher assesses the attending behaviour by using the technique students’ 
intervention observation.

9. Name and Address of the Practitioner

Kumar K
MES Teachers' College 
Rajaji Nagar 
Bangalore -10
Phone: 23321600
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Action Research Proposal

1. Title

cd&jFcSoreOdO £)G5S5$Frte’?5fc>, s’^zroddeSCO «s>
eosejlra s Xj x  ados' edoacdoe^cdd.

2. Dissatisfaction

"ocjoJjsecrfo, so 
&

§5\esA Sdsuoddcd . zdosfEdedoddeS wjscdoMtd
edcds.&Fr^cdo S3OQ &jC3s.fprri'v'o dOd’odoeS Hj&oddedsA eoeeJjs^adosidd

pd • ci co y ‘ co 0 V

esstidoedcJtddd fdort^odosAed.

S^rae^) 2^0 cdo e>.e±DS0fcj sj&oddodroAdb ,9cdc?e5 Stfra6A sdd^d
edcro,©rrisfo ?j&odd333A ejcirtsdSo^cdd sdos^ zJjaecdtdodd srocde^ ■^sra’ecb^ rf. escdd 
adCSS^FEv'd Kj4oddS3SA eU3d,J3,y’iad3ed)C±i tSSJ.eSj ddS3SCj FjOrt^OddSAd.pd ‘ 0 V e) —o

^e3#odd edidosdM^oddeS sssJe ©ddood1 zoocddCO
euQtfcd SS3?X sWdad OdjSsdjCjf

SCdS^FA^O 
2JQried8or&)S O . 290 G?

* -o CO CO

sds-S-cOo^o^ o. erosjsss.cjs'cb ftJodusezS’jcd oddsdieJe TraodoFA'v'rdox_> -o co y q

ed.jcicdadosjjcdj k j s  rJsseoFsrocd zdVsde^rfoddo.

S^ddeA <K
Gdtf;£cQ00CdeA

3. Analysis of the Problem

sTtfe3?r ^s !,es s cd, z?,s\ratf FdsirawjreFd sddSj sdFdo zrad^cde? 
dVsdrerf edosid ajeddRj.ritfcrfd, e^ridao&ddsd adsSoddsS? erocdodjaefod, so EredecdeS-S a oi 6 ‘ co

§>£-ra (Education in Emerging India), -ds Idsdoddeg) aus, £)5yoddrts?rf
WcOeSodasAcd^ -d? adsdodOedcdo^ ejj&^esS^FTStfO ^'£>0ddd>?i5x)Ad0e^rf0 zoed'p* eddOSOg 
sddado 29^a3so±)f&3QAd3sg)cdQocd edoejg^Friv’o ejRn^cOoocd ^Otfodde^ 
zj3rtsdSo^zdeex)Arf. 2923 d’ edsdo &ddoddde5 dSe^odd^ d_rado edodrt^r?• co v_> -o co eA co

edc33^Frtes’o an^QdjzdfTOAdde^cdfiod deU^oddeA d&oddedsA 2^r>®d8oH>&dde£>jcdd 
zasjfd^ecxl) 2d‘25'FjC-3ri'ojjc)Ad9ed)e>Oj

4. Probable Causes

o. rUcd&jj acxjSsdF^jcd ^odosdd. sdjQ^^k/socdo adsdOido zddc) ceded odd d,eA ej q  cj » 4
eddocsSddsgjdd.

js. Srfjrfdo ^dri&odoO dOe^do^eodotiA ddaedd sdoadadde^edd.
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Sd^db d)adoDsrtda&jjrto.

V. £to05§>f-r>’S#03 tSSj-8^ &±U3a?jO&je^ BS^ddO ScdOOQrtdortjdd.

a. rtj3fGjrtodX) <£u&aX)3;>&jQrtdort)rtO edOS^ £>edFj&3SA&3sgdb.

4.. 2?f. 20 d&&, SCoS.asrl^O esort rtO3Cb„S±>Cbeba3ftrfO, btitido Faee’iSfcO, 
ei B 1 n‘o a’&X ai

* esort^rertodorta, U'drtQdds^da.

t. grfjfdo ^ocde tfc§ tOoda vSv$tei<&ctigte>c5 zjjaef^rtoe^irto.

er. abcd^rrttf rtsdart rtrtodaartort esw^FCoeoda&jsrt rtaaeQd&dartjrta.

r. rtasecp'rtoda depart esnort eds^ &)c335^Frt’P’rt^ eUQdErt $z§ esartrtodaort 
'sjdadod rtaortSdartjrta.

oo. rtasec^rtodada^ nyFsba^ (Sqjcjrtsart sdretdadb^cda.

oo. Scro^Frttf esBo^rt rtdsrt.

02. Soa^^Frt'V’ rte&sratraQ ■ sddfrt.

5. Developing Propositions:

drt, dasecjrf edQeetjrtbyQQodosrt^adb^irt^ ^dra srarto 
eDcss.&Frtv’rta, deSdoda £>d,dd rted’e&rtrteS ssaaodads esrtrtaqdrvsrtdeacdarta. ds

«• cJ n —d . j m » } 1
®d®dodocbed> cbrtrtdosd es^rtart —1 • d

daaetbdrt rtaaort
&dey OdSabda,

FSSu eyO. ai
edy^FaQifpFri^rt

ertdjsbdwadacda.edjssdFrod ^oda 9
doa&daebsS Ssjo^rtdiaadadd.

53dra<£)d2056bdb.
rtrtrt rtd3& dart ~0
ds wsdrarte?ort

Sos.eiFrt^rt rtasertd - de5dodae5 esrtd odasrteJ. dadaasdeasrorteS go Qdartidb
Q 1 » CO -o CO

ds Scrert'&rt rtrtj rtaaertrt esdrtF^oiaFjQrto^rtrtadjrta ^rts’s ^odrasrartdzocdddd.

adocJ.Srrt'd rteeasaseja 0 rtdfrt, de5dodae3 cScrertd , rtcM.ae-rfv'
O' o CO -O O *

rt,obaad d rtrtad.rt'da, de5doda£> esrtOrtdart adarasd, d rtartaseeacidrtda d?S>dodde5
e) ~o £) CO © • CO

rtdodasaart eusdba ■vdertirtd, ^cdrasaaft deSdodaeS <$0e$d rtb6i, deaartQdeaa
S-/ n V O CO eX 65

wddrartftrf1.
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6. Prioritising Propositions

&drf&o&> £>?jq ac3afe>Fr>^o ^oJo&ysh ^eSooJoeS addends',
ts^aoeoF^ sd’jsejp’ctfodbo eadrassafta^, 'gcSo Scaa^Frtv’^ e$5Ja;tf$o&5&j

erooiyoeijsad^ , &drt&cdj a)e3Faot©a aaaFjFnsaaft Mtf&^dsvb^ciOorf

acaa.aFrt'v'o &&&O&& dcsG-i^^c'i eosdVs 'vb.sSo^ siracseoaooci)£)“ co n v
S5C3bCj60CjS5j3CjOru0j3 eo?53 euaSo^), e$a3b, sOJd&^ja^OdftCj.

7. Action Hypothesis

odrt^oi) £>aFsde®a daqraS^ja^egasoa acsa^rrteb
ejjaecjsa 's’&rfo&g) Fr&odassaft eusdlratfo^o^ ajea^cdadb.

8. Operational Definition

ddri^ccb SsJragraa

eJ’jaecp'afo±i0 ddd^oL) (OaFSorea Sjsix)3J Sjad aSoSxid cJ.‘co a -d

dbaeaaoJjsa.e abso^.a 75a a ^drt>Bodb aaFedrsa ^>sto,tr,a. &&;& ©ado 
Scsa^Fri^r? ^^aaesaindbegaabj dabaF^sseA &&z>zfe&i>rb&c$. ddrt^oJb 
aaFadra ^^e,5j5i), dQodaaft a3^^bs<aad dbaeas? aobaocbotf eaaribd a.2> oi %> Q ‘ _o _D

esc&aQoa &dr>3oJj <0aF3draa TfrdexeSQzdd Srftf eaeja £iC3a,©Frt'v‘ dao’dadb,
08 e> &X co 4

ause^doA)^ d^oJaoa aa^o, a^rriV «b$jaaoo, esdS, F'd'S'dado©! 
ejjaeQdtie^CjaftCj. ddri-Bodd daFsdraa s'Ss’o^aoa acMfpFrid aaddb, 
auaeaadd^odad ^eoae^Qdaao^ aaadzasoocsefta.• _O s_/

Rjftcd) sjaeXfasb<£>3 
—' n w

oJjae^jd’e aacdo dbaetjfdoddeS, araa^Frfed d&odd&saA sjaeLiaocsad 
®&ag zx)rfs. zstdQotd dSo&ejaft KjaeJura^e^dd aodd acsa^Fritfo
ajaecp’fca-^s’ awoJooae^ sjeda dcs* daodedOdas^db, erossacpa^oabd ds^d^d 
erod^Qdasgab erocuacac^oJoda doJcaesS^d srao&Fri^s&j atf^oQood daF&daajda

en>5a,aoaod ssaeJja^o^e^aaPicS.

9. Name and Address of the Practioner

Smt. H.N. Geethamba 
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher Education 
Mysore.
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TASK GRID

No Task People Place Period Comments |

1.
Sj  2&Jc),?!5> (J £5C5c)o5©3e50,°e -* ' 4
EJ'ddod)do

Sdddo dodoeX -o
gJStfraBSFrirtlsX '

ddrt>S
o0oe9

05

ddrtdodoeS &5\ddO £)cro,arriv'd, i 
ri^dossari sjaeXratfo.dod doadoo 
dd.riv'rio, tsnari dedd dxraeod I■j < 0 n i
£)dodo estgrsoacOode -ae^de
eoosoodsdj ^^dOdoaodo adevOd 1

SdoOod dodcaddrd esrid.Sdd i £ o |
e^Jti CS’O e^J C&).

2. dddood d^jeddr? sod crop) 
dejar SqjarfddO4 sav’d) 
eg) do.

Sdddo dodoaX -a

dSdpa^Frtd
ddrt-S
o3o<£5oi

a.

esd^

srodcoa.rie’do ririrri odoaeri.eoadv $ 1
eOdodoriddOj ScTOj^Fritf doood '

doo&£j Scoa.SFriv’do, ddFodoeS 1

egaridSoriodod doadosgjdo dodo^ 
esspsjaoOO d.d d Sri co csdsad 1

• s_0 0 -0 1
<$edoeg)do.

oJ. Saa^Fri^rf/riOodorttfr?
•lO^Fdj SdoOortv’dOj sdi3i3
djadFrod doJoaodrf soodoQ
ddrtdode5 d£>osroa®rtv‘do,

01 «<

doaSdsgjdo.

Bd.ddo dodo
eX -o

dSd^^FriVo
dtiriiS
o00e3

05

V
€£>e3$

sOridodoad ©dododj riosoo^’jdod
aoa^rrtvO risOosjadvdo^ doadoo
d©z3n) ddrt^odo^) ‘add

01

eOcoa^rriv’o dWod sdriOrf 
erod^Qdoo ridoqOroarioddd 
cjdoarteM rijas5rioeg)do.

4. doddeodde3 esrtd.sodoado s)

re e±i3&^U3'V>0)eg>C3h eJo^
tSrvic^ SS?e^6? 2OC^QJc)S5c^» q>
erfjet C3b g^) CxO.

fidddo dodoaX -j >

d&draaSFrttfo'~t eX *

r 
<s>c 

% 3 £

t9So§>

erodcoe.ddd ddo, deorideoddeO0 & 05

esridj sodeoadri’riv'doi dda&ffOa
vOd dooaeod Sra.QFdd dod- V 0 *
dodd ddri ridod eoQdadjdo.
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Action Research Proposal

1. Title

zdaaedsaa dd^oda ed Sw^raaarrtV enazsadrea erozsa draa
daaedddayrt^daj <0e3aQdaed)da.

2. Dissatisfaction

zd.dcs6. dMresafrid S^-B’dbao&r? dad SB'^d’jaoSrt da da saad 
sfcsae&ssari enazaad cJaaedd^d ts-ad, d-ra, ea-tf, d-d-d, z^-d, sd-e5, ‘rttfab, 
©ddritfda, zaad^da. doddrdeS daadasa d. soar? daadad ddadVda, eso&aeA ®t eJ ‘ co -o eJ 4
doddFdeA &Q caarieaaa dSod daa&d daaedrtdda^ da^ &&;£, ddadb^db, 
zaasja Stfdoarteaa adaadMdad -gdda daaod da^.^da, dOodaaft $dde adaaedd

• eA O at O

■ds ddadda aaar? daaodaddodaaddQod dasedridda^ ds adoddeA ^das^da

3. Analysis of the Problem

ds ddaKtodada, saada esodbo 5ba<co radra ddodd1 dda, dodrt 
caaaoeaartoa dSdreadrdda zded ded z3eJ cOaod C5oda,odaaft zaoda tscbaa ddeSd

eA co o

zScrt,;s?a&> dzaadQod doadssadad doddrde3 Zoodaaoda ddd.ozsdrWda, 
zo^Fdo&d 8e& zpddaAdad z$. -gdOod ^edariOr? da da sjeddda, eseSdad dad<?r? 
dQodaaft eadFsaarid esdaoad,??, ddobaartad d dada driF^aaed o3ae3 oda saad 
daadad dodz^FdeA saeaa da^da ddea daadad dodzp'Frtsd '^dasgjdQod ds 
djaedd^da^ «Sda^)db wds^doda dd* eacbrj^odadQod ds ddad^odadbj 
esobaa^bao&cia^ ed.o -*>

0

4. Probable Causes

o. cuacjfSd zSd,^ sfozzsad duaedtf, sadra£dzaaobdb.
j>. ^eubj dOjtdobaccS eaodd eaOj d^Oridda^ Sfedr ^dedo^ £roz£8dasgjda. 
a., eaada esaddaadad dodzp'Frt^eA srozaa^d duaedrttfdbj daa&drf dQreadadj

-gdzaa&ada.

v. dadeba / KJadaazS^ saasaddre
ss. Soodd ddrt^ri^eA eadd ddjda* S^da adde ‘gdas^da.
4.. dddfoQoba daaedddas>

dQoaaoda . daae6X)d djadFridda, saada dbaedd^da, SdaSdeaa<Q
daq^doda ^aaedad esodrte?add.
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sro^to Fsdcsrtv'cto rtrtrt Stfexs rostoJDoto nodes to mdrivtoo, Sotos
A Q ‘ £> CO «< X»>

rtodbsetortotooto toGeSrtoo Fosto,too.

4. Developing Propositions

e3.*g&. to§S,rasaFrtto stos^sjstooessrt toosftortto eroofosrtoo, toto 
tro extort soer? oo&srtod^tooo’oowtod toOSoyd’tooo tototojtoo, ^tod, 
eratoOFtos^toQoto assrt^ tocasrtodydotoowtod toGSqto 'sototoe^too, tootooto 
asssstodra / sustoeBS Oeto^ ssdratodsoatotoo. 'gtod tojs^rt toosJotoeStoto 
to^Srtto to to; too tooto^ -to Sootort torfFrt'd BS^Sto Scss^Frtoo tods&to
toosetort'dsto^ rtOtoarttoc ■ato^jcto rtsd 2otov“too5 toosetortto eroofoartoo rosq^.

5. Prioritising Propositions

o. tcsoto eosd stostooto rtototoFtoeS rtrtrt rito&oto dtoo,. erotoGtoto 
Ge^cGootooos

tooseto sdaS doo s^drasosrtdzotootoo.Sj
*>. toB^s^rrt^ q^<$ toe^rtotoe^ toosetort^toe^too.
a.. toBSrea&Frts?rt totortvtoo, erotoGrtoto Qe-S rito^ o tototoitoo.&x ‘ ej -e CO

6. Action Hypothesis

aostoSs? tooto tooa Scrertto tooosoS Stoto toosetocoa toBSFasaFrt’d
-S V &X _o ‘ » Q{ ‘ v_> eX *

eroetoStoto toosetort'v’cto^ ^FJaQrtotojtoo.

7. Plan for Interventions

o. toBSraa&Frtto RjsotozpFB’sssft stos^fostooto FtototoFtoe9 satoto toostooto 
toaaetort^cto^ rto&FFtos^tox
£. otosto toss? tort ^ctoj sSzssjG stostoossj? esosootostoj tofe^ stostooe^jtoo.
a.. satoto tore too to toosetort^rt rtoeoo^rjtooa s^otoo / Sq? zovT) totoFtosoort
SeetodystoFdto^ zo'dFtosgtoo.

8. Name and Address of the Practitioner

Smt. Jayashree A Biradar 
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher Education
Kakatiways
Belguam.
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TASK GRID

No. TASK PEOPLE PLACE PERIOD COMMENTS

1. sgSs-^ra^Frttfo
53srt erozd 8dosS cJjsesartdido,£3 *
rk«§FRfosglC±>.

SuB^rac)
Sirrt^o

&).«.<£}.
zddna£>

a Socd y
»da

SteC^Je^C^Qod
C^JSfeyrac) Sj £3,\2>oJJ3Qt £. el

2. rt3^F?jrf srfSB’es'eaFrWr?
aisssd rfjae&jrtddd, cd do< £3

-° eA
v’5±>i zjdnj z^ocd dqd/
^feJsfabsfcj doxraO’j
eoSj^raa^FritfOCj LQsfc)eg)C±). 
ds docdzdFtde? fcdzsdcdo, zjd’j• n "
craaje? edjodosdicdo.

eu Bi^rac)

e3o s >o

Btf.irdoeA

nJ.£3.*3.
eddrraS

4. 8ord a
essd^

^eSJcvb, 23V% €TU25t>d«£ £j
s^Jc>C^Og^)C ĉ v  ̂

sosS^ sja^us^egcb.

3. rfjaegj wsrod draft cf.<3* <3
t^jCOTOrtrttfO,
aaddosd Qe&, sdada erod.^’ -t> eJ _e
dx) o3, Rj OoJJSC^ €fQ23t> dcs OJoQ <P

(DfC^Oe^d), 2$F*K^

edSs^rac)
{^FrfdO
sdodj^
SddddeA

nhfcj.'g.
zd’drraS

as 8ord er
tSed^J

Siad &ec£>eg)C&>.

4. s»d 2dbs>eq3,5? dodd
SjStfpBcftFrtdo edrocsdd
CdjSfey^Tj nJ 0230^ nJCdod ds
es^drtVcdjf eadni dd/

^Wdodad^ fcJesu6 2j«y%

£d c\)0 G^Gjd.

SjSgjCa®
^Frtdo
SdJdd,
Sd.ddd&A

nj.y.'a.
ddraS

______________

v Socd er
S3eS^

dsbj >Sdosd^i?/ eroz£d
rfjaesjrtd ftraddr?
£de3jtd^ zoddos^cd} escdsbj
edad.d Eiwotd sdsrad o
eZx3i3 CS’O e^j <2^3.
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Action Research Proposal

1. Title

eoQGjoJ^fWcc’o.joO waF«, ervc? e&rWo sasrijs u e3^c)«j ori V’cdO, zododbo&Jco s j  9 *4

vd&zxtf dVsdcSr?.
E>

2. Dissatisfaction

• gD.Sira5. edSs’.rea&Fri'V’o sjSG>&?J3f&3ttfoJoe3 c j Sf s ;, dIfseGS’sra srocjfdrf^o 
aoQrtja 5,05c)£jor>v'c&>, wdo&os^eS rijaestri^eou, s±ratso^ css d. ts^Or? essddb 
d’uaegirtv’s^ ^^’jnjacsosj e±\jao&J £>e330?Sbs3 ■sjcd’.

3. Analysis of the Problem

o. sx)G/o&©e&3s?o&e9 era cd, rigod1, sds'oK) -3s $Q?-g),r!&&ro ■a1 x-> o’ ai o
sj-fijncj esodnV k s s  k Ss j o  lysjsrtbS)^.

‘ <3 CO

.9. ^We’rf’s?’ T?osg) esosfritfs&j zS^dbagdd.
«.. cSaFe^rt5?* £cdjssj<3r>‘v‘c&>, essrlra gjori^ -ScoardcdO

eJ °L • » co

COUe) € c&l r") %'O.

4. Probable Causes

In Our Control

o. a)QFSj,ritf -BtfosS^odoeS d’aado eseds© rtoodo.eo co ‘
j). ue5^e sporte5^ <$^FQ;&e3e3j ctusocdo

a. rtc^-sjc^-©3c)^dc8-sug^esoctf, edzoocd zd’jsqs’w agsdjriv' ^Qf-s^rWe^ fdsdodjsgj 

■ge^Qdos^ob.

Beyond Our Control

o. s53doJdae&3K?o&>0 GuO3„e>Frt^ftd0sd ^e&o&azpcjsl 
n o~ '

J). £iL33,aFri^“ £>Oc )Kj -§' Soe>riJ3 cd.
a. f&atfssscd dbae-cpF© ^^Qdo^db.
v. MethodrW Master Secdzoa&Grocd spcd4
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5. Developing Propositions

In Our Control

3QF4 zdOsectfs? «rocd cssKo tfeJea Sjiort'v’sSa,co e3 ‘ q  °£ • ®£
ejd’o^osrori sjS^res^rrWe^ &&jsWi?<xb 5l©d^ esqde33 rkraocjoQocj
rfjBf^rt^rtsoadocdD. ecddo^ rltd,-eui3,-e33,5‘dre-eo^e?esocd, £>2ooc? vfadzicS S a o -—i • 1
'35§r>'p’ SSFWjri^ R535j0^ ’3OQ0Oe^)d0OCd e&30r? Kbeltf, ^^Oed^^OJbcCbj £)(& 
rLsOCdOedcdo^ Ae330?3jSj a±vao^ CjJBeeyd'V'sA'V 5u03d0F!j2O^OcdO.

Beyond Our Control

S)S5’>rac)©Fri^rf «j5^oJj3ee§sjbs^e5 FdedOodosz^sd assrl© csd
ss'js^r? (SaFSa.risftdOj Fde±iebFs’e330s zoo’odOosd esozfrte^cdd, eousoadcd 53*435' &3,d0ed 
TOdraSod cdjsesyrivsriosd Fraqd^ ‘gcd. ^oeOpdO^ ^crasj^oJcvs
^sdrasssrfsosoOcdo.

6. Prioritising Propositions

w6r«,riV riodO^Ffo&Os1 aoarf© s’e^sxjsjort1^ &cfeQ&)£)T?<xb&
eqds33 nOaocOo -gcdtaO^ ?&S5^ &'sbs3&i? aasrl© edods zodo&osd dasS

eoJQ&F&eb &±U3O5 GjJSf&jridcuO, £)s 330SjOO edod3^.SjOsdcd5?J3, ecd,^ £)fCde330C?.°i v> oj DU

7. Action Hypothesis

2,33533 dVafp'ctfoJde? eusdodtraeMwodo £>Qf s 1 dleecdtss erDcdebrid
aoart© dd)?© eporid 2or?r? - &vb$3&i? £>ec&>®d e&uaos' aasrl©
d0oodJ3rd djs^xreoJbF ejJd&z&e^cjQotf eua^res^FritfOoS sjsdoJjafajsJrt^e^
SSFeu, Edbaen'sra enxded sosrSUs 5,€)53Sjort'V’p±)1 zadoJcoeb cdjseedrfv’Kto, so ‘ o ‘4 4
£5330^20 e&J do.

8. Plan for Interventions

Our B.Ed. course likely to be start during December 2004. This is why my 
A.R. work will begin after 15 days from date of Commencement of the course. A.R. work 
will be continue up to end of January 2005.

Preparing Report of A.R. will begin from 1st Feb. 2005 and completes 
probably by 15th of Feb 2005.
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a Task Grid

Annexure Enclosed.

b. Estimated Expenditure.

i. Preparation of Question papers for pre-test and post test 100
ii. T.A./D.A. for Associated co-worker of where needed 150
iii. Tea/ coffee for students who involved in the workshop 200
iv. Postage and Telephone charges 50
v. Preparation of final report 300

Estimated Expenditure Approximately Rs.800

9. Name and Address of the Practitioner.

Shri J.J. Doddamani 
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher Education 
Jamakhandi

. Bagalkote.
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TASK GRID
No. Task People Place Period Remarks
1. e3 ‘

erorf edritfcdo, sJW, 
rijasriorijcSj, erorfedrt^ri
ararfu® s's33rs5jejrt‘?r? dodra 
stcirtVri^ riocb'Srio^cdJ.

£>. sra6. acro^F-ri vb rjU^ o cbd

2. rijsrircraaj edQ:«fpaft s Se Jj
303 u &C$ey©rii3«^Ck

Practitioner ?j&<S5 &. £>o3

3. sJSe^odbribj riririodjirio. Practitioner ^43-9 o s3o&?
4. 2#e3tf5d553,C?S?j SfiFa,

ojjsftrifj® mra’ es’rtv’sij,‘ o °c
SoeftuS

e)0r#&. Sx)d «<
&l®e&3=doctoe? s-jd&jooriiirio.n '~i

£O.^Q£.ScraiSaFrtV'C o Qri Practical work

5. sssdoJjs(23esaJj sdSeSeori
sJjasSF^O sSOe^oi) erased 
233^ 303 305^23.3032202).S_< C

Practitioner. gj43-S} a. Qsj

6. ^3i3ij3ri, idjSfFjriw’riO, Edij,
sSrorio^cb

ci.aiss.Sno,arriv'd y •
333rf.® Practitioner

o- Sri

7. zdbsieqdsf t^cir
(S6c«, snjdedritf
rbiiiS&Qv csartja fe’eSs®
Sjortv1 cO^Ffif-jOSu y303>j)

ES.arss.a^^Friv'o
353riJ3 Practitioner

o Sri zfa)irf?S-Z$Z$s.

8. ■jjrfjB.ocK) 5'e3*'sicCt).^‘0wK ‘ *< ‘
sari Ol©?«5fcA>c3f>
i0aFSS,rt"/wO, 3^5®«a 4
sdortv'rfjj &jdo&jsjj^cb.

E3.£:>i25.e?i.-33(©FriVriU ‘ ?j 43<s } o as Practical work

9. ?32'2jfJc> euQCa, cdri, eij&v • .xA. 4
AicdtsasjodiiTi).

Practitioner. ?„43-a Si c\5

10 XiB^S© EtO?^, 5dl#r5?3§Ci3 C3. oris.£)?ra.3§Fri vb
csjc-rijs Practitioner

O p/O&J

11. FjOfc.cJj ew£ d .siSgrWX*. •

idj5e,^;dj33.-sJ sssrka adstrf 
c t b Q o5.j3?22?\!id ssri 
oJjseasJrt^ cd^eSeojs?.

Practitioner. kl’/s? & Of3

12. EpdSjFCjTclS .303-'^ rasqtfs® 
SjQetfp'V eodritf ..sfcsnssa^si 
EdSSeew.

Practitioner. !b43<5) o sseri

13. riosyrori^d s0j.®ejv 
SjrtScdC-fiJOrf adri-Sa&J 
cj£p®Fd ' ..■• . . '

Practitioner.

‘. «•’ • ) '-' '■ ■

2)55-3 p sosri riro^oijo^
tfu3?pi,3’d
s»aSs3ddo&Ssx>e©rf.

14. eois rfodlffleasjxb ’
Sdd3od35i>, ?J£d 50&?JvS$K».

Practitioner. ?;s5^ .s Seri rtroPe&os,
.sfowcftfri
ri^ridcL®oSri.
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Action Research Proposal

1. Title

eojfrtVs^ rbob^wosj Rradbq^FdcCb^
£jBi5\rec>^Fr>'V,e3 ooz3 KfcsJjdb". 

eA * co '•>

2. Dissatisfaction

d. &j C5°. wS^ss^rrt^o zp’jarSbsetf sjstfsbc&j dused^ dasdod 

dodzbFde? d’p’rWo, zStf dVodbod ebtfedrWo , ri’esjaocddo, crezacreo)

■gsSgQri'v’ofoj dQodcreft ^raeOFbodjdideS,, ^dOj djadodjda sjadde^d dodzp’Fde^ 

codozjdodjdJ. ssdSod dS^MS^rrivb dascdd eda^dd/ dB^racJ^rddo sxd 

ebradoo dasertad ss sradoda dbsbdo eadd&^saado d Kjsd.^odbe eodo. daadaaed6 V ‘ s3 Zs ’
soddb Stf^asrjbd ■gdda dOodasd zssdddbj ddodbde ‘gdbsdjdb ddd 

S5djeb3c)CJ5c)(bsbeb3jO43j d5Sdda^)da.

3. Analysis of the Problem

srada cj.63.2g. eadaaooaodad snadc3Q,d-&odJsftdo, sjscob ddd Sdoba sftd
co a) q  4

do^ 2£}^coQd, zsdd ddo v 'Bori'S’&orf zpaardaed sB^ddb* z^rae^doiSdo,, 

&adodade3 o f dSsaracjfbFrte’b dasdaaed sred dda, ssoJo, daa&sbsoadbss tJ. -gs 

zpbrarilrae^ sjsd, daaedd daedad dodzp'rde?, dadzredb e^Fddbj eDcJc^Frt'Vb 

dQodaraft d^odbda^ dadb^dd . I ssadaq^r aousoQo&dbe^ds&j

^odosbraodda. ds ddad^r? tssda dQodasft djeriFdsdd dasdb^ddbra? ge^^ae, 

eadd dbddo ddobaafi ddsrirddrd ddcdaadd ddoasftdaddbse «§#odbC3sftd.'0 co ‘

eaea^d ds dwpdada^ ^©eQdae^drfe^ ddrt 2=)eadoza bad d^dod^j

eusdabe^.dbd doddrdd ddr> eaddacreddda, deda^ d, -ds wstbras^ftobae ds

ddobodd), ■3-OdJSFjO25’jSfdc5o±)0 «5odo, e&5S&&f3O8>d fa?.“i • n e o

4. Probable Causes

o. d^cxSbdbj daaeOdad abqjsdde^ dasdr ^obbsQ zsrid gdbsbidb.

s>. d^obbda^ woodcraft ^aseQdad ^de^ dbda^ fssdJq^F 'goddadjda.

a., ddd das^ drarifddFd 2ao£dadida.

v. dcre5£dddp3 tsd-8- obbdb, doaa&deaa aJSd.^rtdcQodadidb.

%, dd obbdb, ^aaeQdad dcreddd) ddd d,d,d go Qdbdidb.
’ eA ®t ‘ CO ej s) co



5. Developing Propositions

zdsac s5, aSi^raS^Fdvb zpbarlraed &ysd zd’jafqdd’odbdbi sdrarabFoart cdtfjpdbdb* 
dQodjsft idido^dod sdbaoaoadbe^d^ fdra^ &&rar>FcddFcd ede^adie^db
sdado aas„arrt^e3 es?d3 odocdo, sdxraaaoo srad.aei adidcbSocd cdedodbcdb, 
dQodcraft zjtffdoo Seuocreftdoss d 'sdd z&jadr? tiv.pjjdo, &©eQ;dbed &dcra<dcde5, 
djasdF dodosQ edojaaoadde^do dodb, d’odj do ^gjbj ribdb&Fdbegdb dosb, rt& 
ZbS edbt)do^)df ZoOdi djad^ rdediKxOdbadid.

6. Prioritising Propositions

zp'jari’jae'djjs^ eddodbde^ aa^d Qe&odo d^rd's/abj ^jaeQsjbegdd dbjaoe1 
zdzdF ®artJ3 acss.aFri^ r? esdbrbrasbefd dd> dddrdrido, oazecra&ridd,

soSzereodrb’do, ebsodbodbra / essis^tf e^rari^ ‘sjdos^ritfcdb* fddbdF^ebaA 
Zb'droS’ja'dodidd dbJaOZr eu&<raS©Fritf cdb, ^eJifodbd! K)$0dbe33ft eoSOda < edod
eddadozaadbdi. esd Qod djadododo euKra dcdodbesb, e?odb, drea^ja^uadd.O -*> <t 0 %>

7. Action Hypothesis

"aa<^ Qe^odb cd^ritfcdbj sroedodbaeAdbed aqratddcdbj esz^Fd edasarabe^dd 
dvaod cdd\odbe3d>d z^rtaaf^s1 esodri'v’cdb. dbdbvSdd Fjadbd.Feddb, 
dSd feadFrided edz§ njzaedbdb".- î eA ‘ co is

8. Plan for Interventions

zpbardbaetfjrafd sjadoJjaezacdodbd) sftfodbcdb, sbacOdod dodzdFdeS tsedob
r -O) CO eA °i *n

ddadod daaedrd'dcdb, rtbdb^Xj^jaodb, djadoo djadi^ a Scredebsle 
ddjodidd&sbaodo adbaeft fds’a dozooa^d sjaddcdb. ^rfdbsbaodo tfddttfcS 

dbadod ed. edoddd ssedaodbdi dbaeddri’ fdozboaXjdod z^odb 3 do dOe^odbdb, 
<Oea end dojao^ esddi ddd m^riddi, rtsdb^)?db^ ed sdodb dcra.aFrt'S'od

o£ -o ^j > g) ' •

snodi eusdadij dbsarj edd sszpsjaodbddij doriSodidjd. Soc^Frteto £)ead 
ezpsjaododo^ zdbaeqddodb??, tiebjrtdfdx, eWa&rodbraocad zdzdF, cdtfjdtf Sojaede’, 
sd^sSgH), eb?bbd ep^fedK? dbdo, dozao^rjdos’ edcbSg^Fzd^r? s^deyddtdbj
^edoa^db, dodd s’eSe’odbe^ as^d edi^rt dQraadb zSeQd aozaoddbj 
rtdbddod ed. ds 0e.§ rddbddeo ssadb esdeJjazs’d, z#®€e5?3e,rd'ddb, cOedoddb.-o ej 4
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a&aosJea^ritb

o. I &X
£>. Kja&J&rftX co<y, PoJoaQ^1 o ej
«.. <£)<Scp Qe^ocP ^jaeQrabe^rfd ssbjsoe’ gua^tf^ SecPoegjdb.
v. Kx®^ edjartrjppFp Sfc^os^db.

Estimated Expenditure

Rs 1,000/- only for pre test and post test

• as’oa^6. SSc j Qf'Sodb c&tf,rteXc&, soQeSsjoo edoPo -Ps. £>suodbcPe5rd • sA «t CO
eoap (Sfcsw, d’edoJbsjP eDePoJo^orJcWoo oooo Pj s sozsarribegi^).

9. Any other Relevent Informations

£oJoa KjosOsetfctfo&c&j a±sac&)S3ar> - soaolraecSlra,eOrtvb, euae^ac/Po 1 «< o ’ s_> a
KjOeUcPjaO £±3 iPcSonQP& £> -0 8)

10. Name and Address of the Practitioner

Smt. Pramila 
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher Education
Jamakhandi
Bagalkote.

gjao.s1^ •-/ 0 eX

aSjPj_O
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TASK GRID

No. Task People Place Period Comments

1. Ss'e'doeA
sav’d Esadedsbj stranded 
dotdedrcdeb srad.^d

‘ co x_/ e)

os’ra/sotSM/tfv’ sbdd 
eA —0

e3SO<borbC3 Guodedcdjj edaacd^ed 
pjocdedrcdO cddpdaido, eder?

rfodd&z&eg/cti s>oc&> 
sra^d^odjsdj (Oezddegcdb.

SddcbeA W23
£3Eb&)0&

a.8ocds_
Sfied^

Sj SB Kfdsecjfttfrf FuOEJOa 

cJCdod euc)(du3Sedddca 

rt^sbj Sa«S’'xbe§C±>,

2. Joer? rfodosSnjcS Kodsdraeb • co
essddd Odjaed SoSjj<j> < ti
^s33jPi rddd^sdsa^dowe^cdd 
rtedacdcdeb Ua.djaocda s^ocdd

co el

euSO’edcv^ ^oJjS0d>3e^)C^3.

&=5r/ddOeA njW'S

MedasooS

ssSocSi.
essSa

zdaae^idjsesJddcsrt^rf 
^drfo^ sradedcddj ^Oj j s Q’j  
tdase^fda^aa.

3. sradtdeb (dsad rtada^jdasd
CO

s x j -S-^j s o c s o ^odh

Sj SJSL^.Sj e5c)G$&3c\fo, 2j  Surest) u v A m. «3A
$rrftfr5 (OecdoEgcdO.

Sd.ddb
eA &63-S)

£3edaaao&

£.0o e3«; £fid Be>§oda idsradrtv’crfa,
’ 4

daa&a. estdsb, riada>§;doa el 4

■S^n) essdde? d^dea.edsb,
co y 4

edaj3S?ddegcbed,

4. sradedsi^ 0ecdoa ara^r
rt^rt -Wrj tseddeaacd

CO

sacderaedraodjsij^ (esocdc? 
sjtfp&sfj, sSBodaaft sav’Fdo 

sa^drae 'ge^sjae aoaod^ 
as?jeEiCTEfc©c&sgjc&) rticbS 
rjdjS'5>’O)eg)Cdj.

SjS^JiaSiFrt^d rofeS'S

B3SbSOO&

s sQo c Ss j

£9ed^
SdddO crf^.odo 20f?<Wd «A «A. n
sd^dodasb, 0e&, idd.odbcdb,4 eA 4

R>0td2dFd, (Sd.od SjJSd'DO -&
Bslodaeb solera dodae

co Q

£>OC&> edSe^coJegdA.

5. sdadja esSi EjSd,c5e»aFrt^rt
tdd, djae8;doo cd?^, eA
KjSodaaed ecf??,odbccfc>, uv’si) 

eA 4
5dc3^ Rjeporaftdbegds^

©fd^ra edjaC^3e^)Cd3.

Stf.tfcbeA
k&st

S3eda&)OS

2.00(3 £f 
«3ed§

2oer? siro&rjd esz^jdsdcddj 

ebdfeafa £t©tda^)Ct>.

6. eaasoebdbe^cdo sb^

ad^fab^jcb.
S^dbeA &63<sj

£3Sb£00S

v0o;3ss
£9e3^

cdsa odsdsb, RjortSofc-J5 4
essgrtehdOj csasoeBro, 

Sde&sbsgrfa.
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Action Research Proposal

1. Title

. Improving Trainee’s Learning of History Through Modifying the 
Transaction System.

2. Dissatiafaction

ededoddedcdo, cCssL cdcdrf rjscd.soacdsdd eddiWr? dodcrado«i ‘ u el ej
(oLraeMcT) sdds&^haocdd zdeseQFddi^cdeoj’. sacdd adoa^rrd'v’ ^eS^oddo sradd 
5)6e^^cd sdofycdeJ ^e^odocdo, o 'sjedfy cdsi, erosjcas.id <Lcrewcde3 odde
fdocpadreodJ sasdd.B’^ ^cd £>owcdd eaidedocred.

3. Analysis of the Problem

”S)^ooQ?d edeyodocd eajd.oddcd edracdo^ do&d %>s j oj >
* v -o e\ ‘ co

gjdtfrasaFrt’i/e? ft)Se^x^ addfycde? tfe^odosried -sddedidd.

eroeucCTOjK} eddaefycvodje^ zocdassdwodd easdd^^ ed?^ Scja^rrt^r? 
s'eSff’r? adsdo sLade’saertded eaodri^cdb, saV&dcMdjaya &3 easdd,^ 'sjcd. csanafi* V O
erased adoa^Frt'v'o ?dad cOOe-Trjcj adei^ede^ tfe^odOEdo* Hxj^^aadotdo.

4. Probable Causes

Teacher

• croedsja^K) dj^redede^ "Sjdd Sjpscdrtv’fdd, <sav‘adca?jd>jay)cde •gddsgcdb.

• efDsdsjo^ Lcpacdcdefydo? edzdroddsbj ©tfeda&eba^cde ogdd^dd.

• edsdodotde^ sjadjseedtrdrari^cd^ ^j^^d’jsv^cd ^do^rdd. ■

• sJj &j ^teJcdrWr? ?dad?do20ocd gdesaft utfsjcde 'ssdjsdjcdo.

• erucraeddra edeaeeJs’Ed^cd^ adzssfy zoddeje ^doegjdd.

Pupil

• Lcje.Srriyd) sard.odoed saz5B,Jdcde3 cd =fjad^.

• . Lcx),BFr>y zodedrfriodd cjL©esi£)d2oaddcdd.o •
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• acja^rrt^e^ deddobb gdbe^db.

• -Si B353d adobbdeS, eadSrf ead^/LOeg ^Oadbsgdb.

• Sood Lad acscjjZp^Rjd d^dsb^ dodo^ -dsrt ddodoBjbad acaa^e^dd 
d^djadsbaj d^®a^dad5d)do.

School

• aeaa^rrteb aaqb rao^od eaoadbs^dQod ebaadcaad dd^ded^, 
jjaeaa <\)obbdbrfr?r? abaaoeaaegb'obb sbadib ^deaabodo.

• -ss&eoad adobbddb* eajdeLd devad^obbe?, bbadobb ead^obbe^
•g^cbegab.

• ddde$ ac33^2^Rj®3sftdb^)dQod erodcaa^dbdb e^ode eaaQrt
djddodrtvad Assignment Practicum riddo^ ^edosgjab.

deed -B^dd <^cs euatfo.cbrte* sadrartdo ^odbua.od) dabdouoadd scodCO s_/ «J 0 *

^dbeadbd d._J>

5. Developing Propositions

■g^eaad adobbdjaeqbd deade^ dbos^eaaft erodcos^dd aqsadsaaAd^ <s&ti 
eaoddvad ddc, ^adbaedbdrartv’d5} OHP eav’d^aa^de ■gob^idb ■sjd^ qyarids 
(Partially) sadraaaaftd. ogBeoad adobb dbaeqbdobbe^ dj& cbbaeeSb’
erucbaebdrartd dado d,®a,drftf bbaddobbo sadraadeoebbdo.

acaa^rrteb aaqb sjao^ritfod eaoadbsgddod eadd ddrW 
eroesa dd ododo, eadrdbaa^aas?b,de3 djaedadzoabbdb. aboard eadd ead,obbdde5 
ebaadeaad beJb’d ebaaodbba^d -$doqi)do eadde5d hesitation (SooeaQb') obbo deb 
2^0do Tfadco&jartwabadj.

sadefcwrWe? ogBeaad adobbddb, devadW,obb bbadobb eadaobbe? 
■g^doe^dOod eaddeSd e^eod) -ssdde <gd2aabodb daa^d s^eaa, enodcaa^dbdb 
aode dbdrteoddd^ bbadoq^db dodb^ ebaad dQddb^ abaaodbbavbjdeJd 
ddadgri'^b dab e^odo Qe>Bobo sadrasaaftd.
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6. Prioritising Propositions

■g&aoQK) SedodbcdeP erosdica.fd SqrasdcdeP g^cfe ebccocdrd'v’tdo,, seeded 
^o^dwriVstoj (Tools & Techniques) ea'V’sd&njdba^cd rdocpadraobb 'sidcsd
ssidedccpaisd&dcd.

7. Action Hypothesis

erosuccSjRj Scrasdcde^ jdbcpsdreodbsSbj ^dbe^cdQocd ’dePd’odbe^
o)Qe^,^ sdb&X idctosdbcdb.&X so o

8. Operational Definition

eroeosrajS) ebqrasdcdeP, zd^rodbcdb* a^Ojedb^r? eav‘sdan)d’ua,v’o)^jcdb, 
Sgaodbdydbrdbesabsft OHP, Multimedia eoadbafadddrard'y’cdb^ zo'v’rjdbaocsb 
edbaeasibegcdeocd easdde^ tfdSd’odbfdbj ad&^rdzoadbcdb, zdca^rd
'3>§35c)Sj ebsdodjcded) zodbed eaodrd^cdo, iSSe-S-^cd adoWX ;dd£Jc5bcdb.

co «* &X ej o

eb&fodb?^ zodo®d eaodrd'dcdb^ abcce^Friv1 fd^ze zSesdcd^ tiso
fdozoo^edQfdbe^cdQocd easdd deSd’ocb sb&Jjedcdbj 5dz|jdzjedbcdb. sdbeeJcd 
ezsodrl^ zdua^r? sbcro^erStfo £e&cd tdcazdsdodbsd^ riedo&rj eas^jrt'd esqredcd sdo?<d 
odcaezecd sdoacdoegcdb.

9. Plan for Inteventions

'ss^cSQd absdodocdeS adcacdoa sdoacdo^ cd adcradcdeP odoe &dooocdoedd?od’caocdo
CO -0 Q CO

z^oedb ^teSdsdcdb* idrTcdbdbaocdo zdbaeqdcd &dcscdosg)cdb.

ado^ded essd^odbe?, aded^ zdbaeqdfdri fdozoo^njedod z^oedb 3db sdOe^odbcdb* 
£>e& eacdd edbuaod saeddb edefed eaotfrdtfcdbj rdsdb&zdbe^cdb zalra^r? z^oedo 
Openionaire (Students Linking Scale) G)ecdb®§cdb zdoadr? emedcos^ ebqraad 
edOraQadOffSOodjSft edbQCdOb ebCCS.SiFrd^OCd edScked'J’odb edjjaod ZaZdeuQObb0 ‘ x_J <X »
idortSofdbsgjCdo,

. ddcjcLfprrdvb cbe&cd eazpeuaodo/aLazdcdri^rt fdozao^^cdo^ Hdsdjscd 
5dbbfdcdocdsdsb4 BduaoSdbed ^feWsded^ ^rfcdbdbaocsb fduazdcdrt^r? sa<dbhbras3afd 
zdzdr, sjadbaesds’dra >add caodritfedb* eas?ed&&5baocdb zdbae£p&, sdodd 
abcra^Frt^r? £dbsdQ?^ <Pe& easdjrte?' sdbjaod Sc3S^Frtvb sdeded eaodrt^cdbj 
risdo£>tdoegj£do, ds 8e«B riedbeddoo roaqdcd edSe^odocdo^ (achievement test) ^ecdo^esd.
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10. Any Other Relevant Information

• d&ijeQw Stf&Qort ^odosS^ooO 63 A
HjeJoodbe^crfb, TOe?ee§cde3 Setdadeeb.c< <*>

• ebeyCdb^ zj’fWSdO^So ^O^KEcUtfcd ZO'W’s’odbci^ eJedodbadQOCd euC^OdbOegcd^ 
eftvoebj^oiocdcy, £>ec&>e^db.

• Slides, Cassettes, ■gdd eodriv’dbj fdortSo^uo esed^d ^eL^sbacdadesb.

• Computer sb* u ^Sjo o eqsodo&jsoQocd escdosdovBodo esdd^d^ ^cd.( Internet).

• K?ofdodb Fdad^d sraadj ^rtuas/o.sd FcJodbFdedori^r? esSz^tfsraft u’eeb.

11. Name and Address of the Practitioner.

Mr. Suresh Babu 
Lecturer
Sri Kotura Swami College of Teacher Education
Gandhi Nagar
Bellary.
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TASK GRID

No. TASK PEOPLE PLACE PERIOD COMMENTS
1. ■3^3333) SsdodJedsfoj adjacdeJd

Qe&ojJ&aSoe sd^cSosjcSo.
Teacher & 
trainees

Class 8 s^ocda s’Ms'edsfo, ^rtc&ebaocdo 
escdsfo, erosuioa.rtf ©oaskdeS oJoe< V 03
e^c&e$cfc>.(eras>5rajK> ©qsacdcdcdo*
$<?PjOeg)Gi))

2. £>cra3§fri'£,r? ^ocdo rkkrab
egtdd s^ja^r? £)e&cd
dkjaeqdcdr? a^odo 4da
SjQe^oddstoj <Sec&>egcfc>.

Teacher & 
trainess

Class 1 '/2 cdjasd ocfcosi esodrtVidd, gsd,=< eJ
edc&sEudocda $>?a±>ejo 
£>CjQ,,©Fri'?ri sJcBjSj^atosfck 
Seidoedjtda (sdjaei^^cd Sedodds^
$dd gjQe^. (Oecdos^cdb).

3. Scro^Fritfr? zoocd ztidzirf
• ri«?rt escdo^jadesaft aLae^s? 
oJadOj dodjaQdOSyOO.

Teacher Library 
& other 
Sources

2 days odcre^rriV escdarbra
533P, jdcSo PiOEJOfpec’QPjOEiiCd.
t55dd,,£)cde3 ri^r? zazsroij^-O O 03 *

4. ^odaaQ^rd oJt®«235?rtdortora
533n SsiabEiSxJj Scja^r
ri’S’r? sd’aae^idjOs^cdj.

Teacher & 
trainess

Class 16 &j533.arriv‘ Xjo e^o Jo o ^ 6T35u5JS^r‘ ■ 
ficpaedcde^ ■sj^d esodrivad 
sdaoosoCjEdjrfvrfOj zjv'^s’jsocdo 
rdedaafd sk/as^edsd^ adjao&djed 
edo^japcdd ^feitfsdntoj s’rfcdj 
s’jaocdo dkiaet^Hbe^gdo

5. Scra^Fri’S’r? sdafds £db
sjQe^oJjido^ (Oecdoedfcda.

Teacher & 
trainess

Class 1 '/2 Scaa^rrt^r? adjacdoj <5e&cd
sjo^sdtfoddsfc* (S)ec&>5§c& a?J3^r? ,
ZoOtda -&do sdSeifodaedd, <?)ea «A «(
eaedd edouaotf ssedd e'duodo 
edd^edsbj esVodwadicSj.
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Action Research Proposal

1. Title

tfeStfodoRb* erosijiieu&Fbe^dd.

2. Disatifaetion

sraucjcrasoeiriv1 sbO^b ^0ri>Bo±ie3 edtrae^cd e&oarao^tf SjB'g'esoSFri^ri' 
sireSo^ (Secs’O'S <3 dJa Rj So ^ KjosLraraF&jsft

-e Q V '’-' CO

e^sdoq^FDsnb^c^sgjdb s>F?r? e>^<^o&^o63os&jsarf.

3. Analysis of the Problem

ooo sSoe’.^eS j j s s sJo^o s'e^odbeS ejsJei^ sdri^ ?x)asjosbe3 Ssjocaftcre tf. 
eusf.rt^r? £>£>Fey,&33<3, iSaodarorf 0?&odbe5 &W ds3c&>, zodoJeo-B o.

KiriFstraera oobe5 eroeocos.s? dbaecp'td' sijac&>£{iz30oc$ siotfVo ara eu^rfeS ^Jo^ustf,ex>
co £> * o <sp co e3 V

£5Fja±>q3FC5c)0Cba§G&.

sraos csssoeJrt^ eon1 ebb^r? ^oJusezS^ ffsobbF s’osfos.rt sWo so?3ab eboBoGO S3 —e
ZOdobboBc&, ^G±XJ3(rf’rfe5>K3b, ^0&raQ?&e3e3 aJeoODSftCjc) 0.-o a “■ co 1 q

4. Probable Causes

-£sri t9cvj?j©?bd^ dbsb z&sectfsjs BoBri’s/eS d'jsegj£)0zoc5bc3b. zAraecbsas—0 1 CO »

sjjaFiFcbeS ero^ abb eU30 odbsezactfodbtbo, tfjd&fo&Jd'stQcb&g'. ^esSo sraeucrojb 
S’e^Cbd. 5&tf«i?r? edFx) & ebeuodb Sb03b 25SSjtfcbe°) 90 e>Cto£)T?.

* U -S (Sp co co

pbW f jq c S sad'r? ^feMsbaiio, essbcb SebFSorjrf csasod'rt'v’cbo, Se-SsScbe
'S)d3e^c±». S&o&se iSxJgojfosrt^Ffoj sro®jo5js?0)djrfe, Eu^obo sreos ESaJra&fcdbj
^J3f0sjo&ie5 Sj Sj O®. 

co •

.9. o5b^,«p’e3 ci>&, oosrL© s>5bra dbsfeyri'vb 
o co e) e3 v_>

a., ado^e^ w z^Kjc S slratfs?.
v. wosbi sbbs^o sx>e> eustebctfritfstoj «30H)begcbcte^ ocra’jf'b^.
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5. Developing Propositions

O. eUSO&dS euJSsJFideS ^oJjaQnJ^LoOC^O^So Odjaf&JSjs-> • co

e3oF5sftdc3e etdo^OracS d’jsecdeGc) c5js?Fy£)d2j3oddo. ^?f j O_D 1 1 CO
eroeufregSjQoci sosdods Ssyodocj eor? zs^edtfcd ^jsd^yofosrizosdodb. cosed)
eOC3Q,©Frt^r) <S3CddF JJcJeioJo FjOCjdFwFjHb, SJStdOFj tOF^JJ&icvO, 
■sjcbe^Ooci, s±>s^ eort'Sodbe^ sJoojdrt^oJjQftdaoedjcdj. goto sod 
sirtFTfuoecfri'v’e? sSX<S>r? £)Q>o Jj 3? ^.sJfc^rt^ Fj o j q c !^ tuv’,odd sS^csedfdb,

CO 0 o V S-/ «<

^jaeSdcde 'sitfj^riQori gjsodbds e&’gjv' 3r«3tfo&e^ 8octfjC£®go&5Sftd235&>c&>.

.s. eoso&ds tod &±T5?,ve5 d .& aosrLra dsjra draesy&)d2jedodb. 'sjcdaa
eao o’ s o^^i e±)^,v’O ftsgra.fdzd s’asd^ r$t&)t3Qoc3 eosrtra sSo^Vo Ss’e'dbco o co r © o o&X

eof^osrf Ssaodb&it^ g j s '^o ^Qo c j sseJidcde 'sjobsSjCjQocj eurf&aiie^ esede#^ sio&J^d 
Kiscp’s? w FCSCj ? ,9d2JS5bc3b.

6. Prioritising Propositions

FjjadOrS' «J?35 ed'-o, estdjdo&cdd, ctiecaejoncj.~o O g) ci

7. Action Hypothesis

Scse^Frt^RjJ, eseddr tf<3c&fddQC&) s’jsen, ee5oJb csQsad’rfv'Fb, £)e&&
z^f e&s&cdc? sraos crasod’riv’ £)«ao.±><3 5>e35’odoe5 eseuexk^ sJokizdeS edri^

co eA ej co

So JSOCj OO fU3^s^r)203}3£k).• • $

8. Plan for Interventions

erosi s±> Eed’odoeS d^.o^ad ef o s crasjd’rWo aoart® sssSiriv’eS~o CO 0 co

cost)driv' td GortFujafwodoe5 Sf j Qc j aoe^bsSjcto. sJsb Ssyodbid uri s&tfVo n co w _o no
sjedjd FdoS^rt ^^cdoduaoacradowtdK^ dz3r^je^c^>. cdo^d gSe^ras^Frt^rt 
sxOs^FSjSe^jOfocrfbj ederfF&;doe§rfo, aaertja essdd sjsqdsJoddcd^ eaodn'd&joeon 
cdsJjsfa^je^db. tsFooed1 &)a e^ocdo ero^sdossscd sgqa Esd’ri
ddcdo wjaocsbcSjaeO, ese? do&3 crasoo’rtv’ sor? ©OeSjdoo tsed^d FxraasdaeM, 
e^ocjjaocjaft eiSirtV sjosd^ aosrtra e/nedodjsertsdcd^ ^c&^jsoaasdowdcdbj 
^zSFKjb^d). ts sdoed1 sjs^^cOoord nsajedri’s?’ do 03b a&rasd sSo&jC^ 
^dbdoso&Gradosoocdcd^ sds^ritfstoj dodjaQidosdjCjd s&etfr? e3o^F&> euOedpdbskj 
®0euF&Rx)^)C&>. eobS&jF edOeb, £50«S®±) SjOe^oJo RSStpcdoJo S^SSgKj&ici^ ri&±)<0£) 
eaOiSsdOsoQft 3o &3 FjOEuaeCdcjOdo sodBOdj Sj 30 edcjOdOrfO, dj£> Sx)i3jdo.~a oi CO '~z
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9. Estimated Expenditure

etxJSaSf SjOfS’nSfi eA
fcfj&On®, 150/-

euQe^rsafteA
S?jfeyctfO, KjeboriL S3t3c)5^j 150/-

suCaris?' wdcsb &)& 200/-

ofaQrW eosrfjs sozSFr?■^y 100/-

SO23Fr>el 600/-

£o.±re sjosbsec^cd’ &ajjdQ&&J3&J3,s3& sstAso.-sj. o-io&id e±sartFcidF5S.‘ %> co

10. Name and Address of the Practitioner

Shri. Ramachandra Hanumantappa Shivalli 
Lecturer
Goverenment College of Teacher Education (B.Ed. College) 
Kakatiways, Belguam.
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TASK GRID

No. Task People Place Period Comments |

1.
croajejrtV

urf siOs’o.sf n «•)

tX j s sp’o&J

i

ecidr C5£? fciocjcJest)? j!
oisssj, o j .j s 53 eao£}ri"?C'Ci 
o.j3fed?J.f o O WCjKbj 
o o sssri/s zmaeSritf z',riCi
&j s j Qc j afswbagjck.

2. Zj  23'r' Sitter rJv’jsoSri SjrtFAifc-a a. sis.teSrl zteffi ©stabc
5b3sb Kid'F.

3. SjSf n. 
aX stoe^rf^r? sirtreVsere O O/.0 s&s^o essjdsici cee>oA>

ns£ocj’rtv? ari asd.dre n e!

sSja.r? ^^'rionjao
©C33D0WCi5&, Sj Se^Kj OC 4 eX

eg|C&>.

4. jseJrt tfeH. ajs'fi* eX
sssdc^rs?

StfffCb ejJ^O
bX -°

fflcra.Ssrtvby ’

?&5i?£Esc<E*ei
dVrralj

O' Oc j

(tepOfc?)
ero3 sti c bc JCj .m3 cbrf-A {•>
C33SOe?ri*^trfO. 2-,orfv3OEJ5fi
sOf-e pj, £2C3d ed)aj2>. 25c»rxJt)ft-\ CJ.
SddraO&dO* &#fo£d3C2? 

socdddo.

5.

1

£)cjc>.©rnVu3oSrt8/ • PoKpciOrirec) a. . 
e^Ofo’

•qbt>Sjo&>e3doE$
rjc-sadrtv’ s 'o Gs j  <arj,d

eJ

e&tin' 5' l̂ j 0uJ30©C3B Cj O u o
£XJ£dd>4 &s3FRx)eejC&>.

6,
i

5uS?^,
aX ' :

i

Scro^F rf’SjaoQri’
£>733„£73a :»5 ’ •
feds

O

C/4J

eplofe?.

sjjg-’^o esEStfr zrad'oJds? cbsdO Cj

E^aa3i?rtv s'oe^ cddscd 
&£>£3.6e3 ^'iPrfjB’jsoaurauct> 03 O

sjtf.rtVsxx steak, 
inj^ddv’s^ wdodbrdp?d
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PHASE - ni



PHASE - 3
CONDUCTING ACTION RESEARCH BY 

THE PARTICIPANTS
About the Task

As mentioned earlier, all the nine participants had 
finalized their action research proposals during the training 
programme itself. During this third phase, they had to start 
various preparations for implementation of the proposal. They 
were expected to finalize the tools and other resources to 
carry out the study. Moreover, they were also asked to adhere 
to the general guidelines provided during the second phase.

As this particular phase wholly had to be undertaken at 
the participants' workplace, the Director, DSCERT was 
requested to write all the 6 CTE Principals requesting them 
to provide all necessary support for the implementation of 
the action research proposals by the participants. A copy of 
the letter to the DSCERT Director is provided in Appendix -X.

During the implementation phase some of the participants 
had contacted the resource persons and the coordinator for 
getting some clarifications and suggestions. In fact, in the 
project, a provision was also made to provide a token amount 
of Rs. 500/= (Rupees five hundred only) to each participant 
for meeting their expenses during the implementation and 
finalization of the report. However, it was decided that the 
amount would only disbursed only after the submission of the 
final report by the participants. This was informed to all 
the participants during the Phase-II itself. After the 
implementation Phase the participants were requested to 
attend a meeting at RIE in the month of February, 2005.’
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TITLES OF THE ACTION RESEARCH PROPOSALS IMPLEMENTED BY THE PARTICIPANTS

SI.
No

' Name Tentative Title of the Proposal

01. Sint. Nafees Fathima Developing the ability among teacher trainees to write 
good lesson plans.

02. Smt. H.N. Geethamba A study of the relationship between interactive process 
and the level of participation of B. Ed trainees.

03. Mr. Suresh Babu Improving the teacher trainee's learning of history 
through modifying the transaction system.

04. Shri Ramachandra 
Hanumantappa Shivalli

Enhancing learning through suitable field trips.

05. Smt. Jayashree A Biradar Correcting pronunciation mistakes of B. Ed students 
(Kannada Methods).

06. Smt. Pramila Developing the ability of identifying physical features 
in a map through providing practice in using varieties of 
maps.

07. Shri. J.J. Doddamani Developing the skill of writing instructional objectives 
and learning outcomes in the lesson plan in B. Ed 
trainees.

08. Smt. Vijayalaxmi Desai Persuasive practice will enhance the effective use of the 
specimens in teaching Life Science.

09. Mr. Kumar Impact of stimulus variation on attending behaviour of 
teacher trainees.

co





PHASE - 4
REPORTING ACTION RESEARCH

About the programme

The fourth and the last phase of the programme was held 
from 23rd to 25th February, 2005 at the RIE, Mysore. A three 
days meeting of the participants who had attended the earlier 
programme was invited once again. The major objectives of the 
programme were to take stock of the activities completed by 
the participants and also to orient them about how t’o write 
the action research report and the need for documentation and 
dissemination of the action research.

The Strategy

The three days meeting was arranged in a participatory 
mode. Sessions were arranged for reporting the activities 
undertaken by each participant. Further, presentations and 
lectures were also included to educate the participants about 
the need for reporting and dissemination of action research. 
A programme schedule was finalized in consultation with the 
resource persons. The resource persons were the same who had 
associated with the earlier training programme. A copy of the 
programme schedule is provided in Appendix -XI.

Though the letter of invitation was sent to all the 
nine participants, only eight participants could tumed-up. 
One person could not attend the programme as he was deputed 
for election duty work. An overview of the three days 
proceedings are provide session-wise in the following 
paragraphs. 79



Overview of the Three Days Proceedings
Day -1 (23rd February, 2005)

Session -1

Registration of the participants was made during this 
session. All the eight participants were presented at around 
9.30 AM at the venue. The participants were provided with 
writing notes, pads and reading materials. The coordinator, 
Dr. Anil Kumar, provided a warm welcome to all the 
participants. Prof. A.V Govinda Rao and Dr. V.D. Bhat were 
also present at the dais. Dr. Anil Kumar summarized the 
activities under taken during the second phase of the 
programme. The participants were asked to modify the 
proposals if they have altered anything during the 
implementation phase. The original proposals were given back 
to the participants and some of the participants have made 
little changes in the proposals. The proposals were then 
handed over to the coordinator towards the end of the 
session.

Session 2 & 3

The two sessions were devoted for sharing of the action 
research activities undertaken by the participants at their 
work place. Prof. A.V Govinda Rao and Dr. V.D. Bhat initiated 
the discussion. It was noticed that only six participants 
could complete their entire interventions. The remaining two 
could not start. Each participant has presented his or her 
work done for the last three-four months- They have showed 
the diary maintained by them to the resource persons. Some of
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them have shown all the tests conducted and the lesson plans, 
etc., prepared by them. All the six participants have got 
more than twenty minutes each for their presentation. 
Participants have also reported some of the constraints they 
have faced at their work place. One or two participants could 
not do much due to their pre-occupations in the college work. 
Many of them have reported that they have felt happiness in 
doing such activities. The session ended with some feedback 
from the resource persons.

Session —4

The last session of the day was devoted for discussion 
on data analysis. Dr. Anil Kumar initiated the discussion and 
informed that they are different ways of analyzing the data 
depends up on the nature of the data. If the data is more of 
qualitative in nature, then content analysis would be a 
better way. If the data is of quantitative in nature then one 
could complete simple descriptive statistics.

Dr. Anil Kumar then provided a detailed explanation 
about various descriptive statistics that could be used in 
action research. Further, he has also highlighted the need 
for having more graphical representation of the data in the 
report as it provides an immediate understanding. The days 
activities were concluded at 5.30 PM.

Day —2 (24th February, 2005)

Session -1

The first session in the morning was a presentation by 
Dr. C.G. Venkatesha Murthy on 'Action Research Report:
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Writing Styles and Format'. During his presentation, Dr. 
Murthy highlighted the need for documenting the action 
research studies and explained about various styles of 
writing a report. All the participants interacted with the 
resource person and identified the major steps in reporting 
action research. The coordinator informed the participants 
that as far as possible all might adhere to a common format 
with in-built flexibilities. A copy of the handouts 
distributed is enclosed in the following pages.

Session -2

Again the second session was devoted for a discussion on 
'Dissemination of Action Research: Why and How'? Dr. C.G. V. 
Murthy took the initiative for the discussion. He used a 
multimedia presentation for highlighting the views. Many of 
the participants had also expressed their own views also. A 
copy of the handouts distributed is enclosed in the following 
pages.

Sessions —3 & 4a

These sessions were devoted for finalization of the 
action research reports. In fact some of the participants had 
come with a draft report. They were asked to make 
modifications based on the inputs provided in the earlier 
session. Prof. A.V. Govinda Rao provided necessary support to 
the participants. This session was continued in the afternoon 
also.

The day's activities were concluded when all the 
participants drafted their draft report for next day's 
presentation. Dr. Anil Kumar, the coordinator informed the
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participants that they have to submit a copy of the draft 
report by next day.

Day —3 (25th February, 2005)

Session -1

The last day's morning session was devoted for a 
presentation. The topic for the presentation was 
'Popularizing Action Research and the Ethical Issues' by Dr. 
C.G. Venkatesha Murthy. In his talk, Dr. Murthy highlighted 
the need for popularizing the action research among teachers, 
teacher educators and administrators for qruality improvement. 
It is not for any credit or for any certificate one undertake 
action research. It is for the practitioner's professional 
satisfaction.

Further, some of the ethical consideration such as being 
intellectually honest, taking people into confidence, 
accepting responsibility for maintaining confidentiality and 
being transparent and fair in dealings. The session ended 
with culling out participants' views on each and every 
aspect.

Sessions —2 & 3

The final activity, presentations of action research 
was taken up in the following two sessions. All the six 
participants presented their draft reports. Prof. A.V. 
Govinda Rao and the coordinator were present during their 
presentations. Constructive comments were provided to the 
participants. For the other two participants, a request was
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made to start the work immediately once they go back to thei r 

work place.

Session —4

During the valedictory session all the participants 
were requested to submit their final action research reports 
by 25th March, 2005 so as to finalize the final report of the 
programme at the end of March, 2005 by the coordinator. 
Participants were provided Floppy Discs for getting a soft 
copy of their final reports. The coordinator thanked the 
participants for their whole-hearted cooperation for the 
entire programme. At last, the TA & DA to the participants 
were distributed. All the participants and the resource 
persons were quite happy for the smooth end. All were 
disbursed with a request to contact each other.

The Outcomes

The programme has achieved all the objectives set at the 
beginning. Through the programme the CTE faculty was trained 
on the theoretical aspects of action research. The programme 
has empowered the CTE faculty in identification of a problem, 
developing action research proposals and executing the plan; 
and also in developing skills in reporting action research 
studies. It was happy to see that out of the nine 
participants attended, six participants could complete their 
action research studies and they had submitted a report of 
the same to the RIE, Mysore well in advance. A copy of their 
reports have been compiled by the coordinator and presented 
as a separate volume under the title 'Action Research 
Reports'.
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Documentation of Action

General Questions that bother a practitioner are: 
(a) Is it necessary that all ARs are to be 

documented?
(b) Do we conduct AR because we want to 

document it?
(c) What are the advantages of documenting AR?
(d) Is it possible for an ordinary teacher who has 

no special ability also to document an AR?
(e) If documentation is to be made, how simple it 

can be?

1. Is it necessary that all
__ ARs are to be__

documented?

Answer. It is not necessary. An AR is 
undertaken to improve one's own 

practice. But it is desirable to 
document.

2. Do we conduct AR because 
we want to document it?

Answer: No. We document an AR 
after we have conducted it as it 

has certain advantages.

3. What are the advantages of 
 documenting an AR?-----shBl
Answer: (1) Provides a professional 
perspective of systematic record 
keeping of accomplishments.
(2) Enables dissemination to all 
interested.
(3) As AR is already accomplished, 
it empowers a practitioner to plan

.. -well_____________________ ..............
(4) Enables dissemination.>

(5) This can motivate other
practitioners too. ---------
(6) Breaks monotony of practice and 
brings freshness in one's practice.
(7) Creative expressions are 
encouraged.
(8) Pumps good amount of 
confidence in a practitioner when 
one documents his accomplishments.

4. Isit possible for an ordinary
-----------teacher who has no special

ability also to document an AR?

Answer: Documentation is only 
a faithful recording of different 
steps used in an AR study. It 

does not require any special ability 
to document it.
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5. If documentation is to be made,------
i : how simple it can be?

Answer: Let us discuss these 
issues in detail in the subsequent 

section.

(l) Action Research Proposal

(2) Action Research Report

Action Research Proposai

(1) Background of the practitioner
(2) Perception of the Dissatisfaction
(3) Analysis of the Dissatisfaction
(4) Enumeration of probable Causes
(5) Development of Propositions
(6) Prioritization of a proposition
(7) Development of an action hypothesis
(8) Planning for an intervention

1. Background of the 
practitioner

Here, the practitioner has to 
explain his legitimate, 

professional responsibilities 
and introduce himself to a 

reader.

" . 2. Perception of the
---------- Dissatisfaction-------

As a practitioner, how you 
have understood your 

problem has be written. It is 
the elaboration of

dissatisfaction with clarity.

" . 2. Perception of the
;;-----------------  Dissatisfaction-------

As a practitioner, how you 
have understood your 

problem has be written. It is 
the elaboration of

dissatisfaction with clarity.

---- 3. Analysis of the Dissatisfaction

Here, the practitioner has to 
analyse the nature, extend 

and intensity of the 
dissatisfaction. It is a much 

clearer description of 
dissatisfaction.

---- 3. Analysis of the Dissatisfaction

Here, the practitioner has to 
analyse the nature, extend 

and intensity of the 
dissatisfaction. It is a much 

clearer description of 
dissatisfaction.
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4. Enumeration of Probable 
Causes 5. Development of Propositions

...

The practitioner will start 
listing all possible causes 

which might be responsible 
for the creation of the 

dissatisfaction.

It is a tentative theory 
developed based on 

probable causes

13 14

6. Prioritization of a 
....._ ....proposition... . . . ... 7. Development of 

ActionHypothesis

If more than one An action hypothesis is a statement of
proposition is developed, conjecture which states an intervention
one of them will have to as capable of minimizing a

be prioritized. dissatisfactory situation.

IS 16

, 8. Pla n ni ng an i ntervention Task Grid ~

Planning an intervention is an important Task, People, Place, Period, Comments
activity. Plan all activities in advance using
the task grid. Kindly see table top camera.

IB
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Writing Style of a Proposal

(1) Simple narrative style
(2) Future tense
(3) First Person
(4) No need for typing it

Documentation of

(1) Prelims of the report
(2) Actual Text of the report
(3) Summary of Action Research
(4) Appendix

Preli ms of the Report , Improving the communicative skills of
students in English

(a) Cover page
(b) Acknowledgements

Name of the Practitioner

(c)Contents District Institute of Education and Training

2005

21

----- Acknowledgements—
Practitioner has to record his 
appreciation of cooperation, 

collaboration, help, he 
received at different points of 

time.This is not a place to 
please anyone if they have not 

facilitated the work.

Contents

Practitioner has to indicate 
different contents of the 

report which can be seen in 
the report with page numbers.
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[B] Actual Text of the Report 2. Perception of the
dissatisfaction!■ liuCixQluunu vl l*Ilw

practitioner

Just reproduce whatever you 
have written in your proposal

Just reproduce whatever you 
have written in your proposal

25 26

3. Analysis of the
problem/ dissatisfaction 4. Probable Causes

Nature, Intensity, Extent of 
the dissatisfaction

Just reproduce whatever you 
have written in your proposal

27 28

5. Development of propositions # 6. Prioritization of a proposition

Just reproduce whatever you 
have written in your proposal Just reproduce whatever you 

have written in your proposal

29 30
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7. Development of an 
action hypothesis

Just reproduce whatever you 
have written in your proposal

8. Planning for intervention

This requires an elaboration. 
Based on the task grid used, 

elaborate how it was planned.

9. Execution of the
------intervention

Based on the practitioner's diary, 
different stages of execution needs 

to be elaborately written.The 
responses/ data gathered everyday 

also needs to be written.

DaiIy Intelrvention Recording Format

Kindly see the table Top

— 10. Assessment of the---------
effectiveness of the intervention

This is a stage;
(a) We stop our interventions when we 

find that there is a retardation of 
any effect of our intervention, or

(b)We are happy about the progress 
.we have made because of our 

intervention

—Here, the practitioner;
(a) compares the quality of the 

practice before the intervention 
began and its effect, with the 
new practice.

(b) makes an assessment of whether 
the new practice is better or not.

(c) Assesses the extent of change 
the intervention has brought 
about. '
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11. Decision making based on--------
Reflection

This has two parts:
(a) Reflection

(b) Decision making

Reflection
—Isaprocess of seeingwhat went 
right and what went wrong. Some of 
the questions that can be answered;
(1) Am I correct in understanding the 
causes of dissatisfaction?
(2) Did 1 make any mistake in 
understanding/guessing causes?
(3) How was I correct in identifying, 
planning, and implementing the 
interventions? 

(4) Am I happy with the changes my 
interventions got me?
(5) What went right and what went 
wrong?
(6) Is there any scope for further 
improvement?
(7) Should I think of taking another route 
in handling the situation?
(8) Am I to think afresh the situation that
causedmedissatisfactionandsolutionsto 
the situation? »

...Decision making
Certain decisions taken based on a 

few questions will have to be 
written,

(a) Should I terminate the 
intervention?

(b) Should I move to a new spiral?
(c) What changes are necessary to
_ naturalize my tested

interventions? =“*=—=

 12 Net Gains 
£~------ Every action research will have some

net gains. They may be in terms of;
(a) People who have benefited 

(practitioner and trainees/ 
students)

(b) Situations that improved (teaching
learning)

(c) Materials that were developed 
(TLM)

____ (d).Certain strategies tested and added
to the repertory of the practitioner 4I

[c] Summary of Action Research

A suggested format.
(1) Title of the Action Research
(2) Dissatisfaction felt
(3) Prioritised proposition
(4) Action Hypothesis
(5) Execution of intervention (Bullet 

points)
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(6) Evaluation (a brief report of the 
extent of change noticed)
(7) Reflection (What went right and 
what went wrong briefly)
(8) Decision Taken: (In bullet points)

(1) Face to Face mode

(1) Formal Talks on the results of 
AR

(2) Presentations to Colleagues
(3) Informal Group Discussions

~ (2)DistantMode

(1) Report itself
(2) An article in a Journal
(3) News Paper article
(4) Radio Talk
(5) Internet

THANK YOU
Dissemination of AR depends upon 

the imagination of the practitioner. If 
one is sincere and concerned about 

his growth, he can find 
avenues.Growth of the practitioner 

and betterment of the practice is the 
goal. Means are immaterial.
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Ethicalconsiderations 
related to

ACTION RESEARCH

Ethics in
ACTION RESEARCH

• Intellectual honesty
• Taking people into confidence
• Observing protocol
• Legitimate permission to look into records
• Making legitimate claims only
• Humility
• Conduct AR in a natural setting without causing 

disturbance to others.
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Ethics in
ACTION RESEARCH

• Give credit to collaborators and others who 
have contributed to the study

• Transparency and fairness in dealings
• Open mindedness/ Remain open to suggestions
• Explain the implications to all those who are 

concerned and to those affected by the study
• Accept responsibility for maintaining 

confidentiality

Let us follow code of ethics as 
reflective Practitioners

THANK YOU
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Common misconceptions about 
Action Reserach

(II Improving others
(2) Only schoolteachers can______
conduct Ah —

I } (3) AR involves money in all 
l cases

(4) More than one Action 
Hypotheses can be used in AR
(51 AR is conducted on the aduise 
of higher ups

s<. "
I<!' j>' (6) AR can fetch a degree

i ; | (7) AR is a one time affair. One or 
[ two ARs are sufficient in one’s
. ' career.

I i (0) Sophisticated tools and
J I techniques are necessary in AR.

J I (0) Rigourous training is a must 
I inAR.
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Appendix 1

Contact List of CTEs in Karnataka

1. The Principal
Government College of 
Teacher Education 
Jhansi Laxmi Bai Road 
Mysore — 570005 
Ph: 0821-240764

6. The Principal
Government College of 
Teacher Education 
Mangalore - 575001 
Ph: 0824-2424013

2. The Principal
Government College of 
Teacher Education 
Kakatiways
Belguam - 590002
Ph:0831—2460197/2422562

3. The Principal
Vijaya College of Teacher 
Education
3rd Cross, 11th Main,
4 th Block, Jayanagar 
Bangalore - 560011 
Ph: 080-26631413

7. The Principal 
Government College of 
Teacher Education 
Onakeobava Stadium Double 
Road, Prashanth Nagar 
Chitradurga - 577501
Ph: 08194435647

8. The Principal
M.L.M.N.College of Teacher 
Education 
Jyothi Nagar 
Chikkamangalore - 577102 
Ph: 08262-220314/220230

4. The Principal
MES College of Teacher 
Education
Vidya Vihara No 25/1 
17th Main, 2nd Block 
Raj aj inagara 
Bangalore — 560010 
Ph: 080-23321600

9. The Principal
Sri Koturu Swami College of 
Teacher Education
Gandhi Nagar 
Bellary - 583103 
Ph: 0889-2258434

5. The Principal
Government College of 
Teacher Education 
Gulbarga- 585102 
Ph: 08472-220128

10. The Principal
Government College of 
Teacher Education 
Jamakhandi,
Bagalkote- 587301 
Ph: 08353-320070
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Appendix - II
LIST OF RESOURCE PERSONS

SI.
No

Name & 
Designation

Address Contact
Number

1. Prof.K. Dorasami 
Head & Dean

Department of Education 
Regional Institute of 
Education, Mysore-570006

2512153(0) 
2512467(R)

2. Prof. Lalithamma 
Professor

Department of Studies in 
Education
University of Mysore 
Mysore-570006

2515525(0) 
2512443(R)

3. Prof.Govinda Rao 
Retd. Principal & 
Professor

201, 10th Main, 2nd Cross 
Kamakshi Hospital Road 
Kuvempu Nagar
Mysore-570009

3184344(M) 
2544147(R)

4.. Dr. V.D. Bhat
Reader

Department of Education 
Regional Institute of 
Education, Mysore-570006

2512153(0) 
2518235(R)

5. Dr.B. Phalachandra 
Reader

Department of Education 
Regional Institute of 
Education, Mysore-570006

2512252(O) 
9845480433 
(M)

6. Dr.C. G. V. Murthy 
Reader

Department of Education 
Regional Institute of 
Education, Mysore-570006

2411860(O) 
2334444(R)

7. Dr.G.Vi swanathappa 
Sr. Lecturer

Department of Education 
Regional Institute of 
Education, Mysore-570006

2512153(0)
9448239716
(M)
2410995(R)

8. Dr. Anil Kumar K 
Lecturer

Department of Education 
Regional Institute of 
Education, Mysore-570006

2512153(0) 
2514789(R)
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Appendix III
REGIONAL INSTITUTE OP EDUCATION, MYSORE 

TRAINING ON ACTION RESEARCH FOR THE CTE FACULTY OF 
KARNATAKA

Address List of Participants

Official Residential
1. Ms. Nafees Fathima

Lecturer
Government College of Teacher 
Education
Jhansi Laxmi Bai Road
Mysore - 570005
Ph: 0821-240764

Ms. Nafees Fathima
Lecturer
Door No. 1027
4th Cross, 5th Main 
Shivarathreswara Nagar 
Bannimantap 'B' Layout 
Mysore-570021
Ph: 0821-2499433

2. Ms. H.N. Geethamba
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher 
Education
Jhansi Laxmi Bai Road
Mysore - 570005Ph: 0821-2^764

A

Ms. H.N. Geethamba
Lecturer
CTE Quarters
Vasanta Mahal
Nazarabad
Mysore-570010

3. Mr. Suresh Babu
Lecturer
Sri Koturu Swami College of 
Teacher Education
Gandhi Nagar
Bellary - 583103
Ph: 0889-2258434

Mr. Suresh Babu
Lecturer
Sree Bujangachori Compound 
Koppagal Road
Gandhi Nagar
Bellary - 583103
Mobile: 9448258755

4. Shri Ramachandra Hanumantappa 
Shivalli
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher 
Education
Kakatiways
Belguam - 590002
Ph:0831-2460197/2422562

Shri R H Shivalli
Lecturer
B. Ed College Hostel 
Kakatiways
Belguam - 590002
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Page-2-

Official Residential
5. Smt. Jayashree A Biradar 

Lecturer
Government College of Teacher 
Education
Kakatiways
Belguam - 590002
Ph:0831-2460197/2422562

Smt. Jayashree A Biradar 
Lecturer
C/o Yalameli Building
5th Cross
Veerbhadra nagar
Belgaum
Ph: 0831-2475898

6. Ms. Pramila
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher 
Education
Jamakhandi,
Bagalkote- 587301
Ph: 08353-320070

Ms. Pramila
Lecturer
C/o Y.D. Deshpande
Near Sai School
Bij apur
Ph:252726

7. Shri.J J Doddamani
Lecturer
Government College of Teacher 
Education
Jamakhandi,
Bagalkote- 587301
Ph: 08353-320070

Shri.J J Doddamani
Lecturer
96, MIG-II
Adarshnagar
Bijapur- 586103

8. Ms. Vijayalaxmi Desai
Lecturer
M.L.M.N.College of Teacher 
Education
Chaitanya Bharathi
Jyothi Nagar
Chikkamangalore - 577102
Ph: 08262-220314/220230

Ms. Vijayalaxmi Desai 
Lecturer
MIG-2, 1st Phase
HUDCO Colony
Jyothi Nagar
Chikkamangalore - 577102

9. Mr. Kumar K
Lecturer
MES College of Teacher 
Education
Vidya Vihara No 25/1
17th Main, 2nd Block
Rajaj inagara
Bangalore - 560010
Ph: 080-23321600

Mr. Kumar K
Lecturer
17, 2nd Main
Nanjambha Agrahara 
Chamrajpet
Bangalore- 560018
Ph:080- 56683015
Mobile: 9243120338
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Appendix IV

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, MYSORE 
TRAINING ON ACTION RESEARCH FOR THE CTE FACULTY 

OF KARNATAKA 
(22-29 September, 2004)

Name:
Name of the CTE:---------------------------------------

Instruction:
PRE-TEST

Duration:20 Minutes
Answer all the questions by ticking (>/) in the appropriate box.

SECTION -A

State whether the following statements are true or false

True False

1. Any practitioner can undertake action 
research

2. Action research is a reflective practice

3. Action research can not be undertaken without 
funds

4. There is no need to formulate or generate 
hypothesis in action research

5. Action research is always quantitative

6. There is no scope for trying alternative 
strategies in action research

7. Action research can be undertaken by a group 
of practitioners

8. Perceiving an unsatisfactory situation is a 
pre-requisite of action research

9. Action research brings out professionalism in 
work

10. Action research is the only way to improve 
the practices

□ □ 

□ □

□ □ 

□ □ 

I I I I

□ □ 

□ □
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SECTION —B

Select the most appropriate answer from the following options

11. Who is considered as the father of action research?

b) John W. Best□ a) Stephen Correy

□ c) Kurt Lewin d) Stephen Kennnis

12. Which is not a step in action research?
□ a) Reflect □ b) Act

□ c) Observe □
d) Summarizes

13. Which is not a characteristic of action research?

a) Reflective Practice

14.

□

□

□

b) Generalizability

c) Context Specific Intervention

d) Small scale intervention

Some students of class IV have difficulty in subtracting 
numbers involving borrowing. Who should initiate action 
research to solve the problem?
□ a) Classroom Teacher □ b) Head Teacher

□ c) Teacher Educator | | d) All of the above

15. Action research is undertaken when

□

□

□

a) all other colleagues are doing action research

b) a practitioner is dissatisfied with a situation 
around him/her

c) the department asked to do so

d) one wants to get promotion
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16. Which is not the main purpose of action research?

17.

18.

19.

a) Finding an immediate solution to a problem

b) Contributing to the existing body of knowledge

c) Improving the existing practices

d) Identifying context specific solution to a problem

What is the meaning of 'Spiral' in action research?

a) It shows that the problem is continuing

b) It reflects the different steps to be undertaken

c) The steps could be repeated once again

d) The steps could be repeated once again with 
modifications

Which of the following is true in the case of action 
research?
□ a) Only research scholars undertake action research.
| | b) Action research is undertaken to test an

educational theory.

c) The outcomes of an action research are 
generalisable.

| | d) An intense understanding of educational research
is not a must for action research

Who is not doing an action research?
□ a) Teacher □ b) Teacher Educator

□ c) Student | | d) None of the above

What is the significance of action research, which makes 
it different from other types of researches?

a) Practitioner's research

c) Qualitative research

b) Collaborative research

d) Quantitative research

20.
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Appendix - V

Quality Assurance of 
Professional Practice through 

Action Research

Dr.C.G.Venkatesha Murthy

Regional Institute of Education 
Mysore 

2004
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Action Research: Basic Issues

(a) Origin and Development'. Action Research has been a mid 20th century concept 
which has spread over different fields including education. It is still an evolving concept. 
It is still getting refined periodically. The development of the idea of Action Research is 
generally attributed to Kurt Lewin, a psychologist, a phenomenologist who in the 
immediate post world war period used it as a methodology for intervening in and 
researching the major social problems. Lewin maintained that through action research 
advances in theory and needed social change might simultaneously be achieved. Action 
Research (AR) according to Lewin consisted of analysis, fact finding, conceptualization, 
planning execution, more fact finding or evaluation and then a repetition of this whole 
circle of activities; indeed a spiral of such circles. (In, Kemmis, 1982; 13)

Lewin’s concept of AR has been summarized by Argyris et a/.(1985) as follows.

(1) It involves change experiments on real problems in social systems. It focuses on a 
particular problem and seeks to produce assistance to the client system.

(2) Like social management, more generally, it involves iterative cycles of identifying 
a problem, planning, acting and evaluating.

(3) The intended change in an action research project typically involves re-education, 
a term that refers to changing patterns of thinking and action that are currently 
well established in individuals and groups. A change intended by change agents is 
typically at the level of norms and values expressed in action. Effective re
education depends on participation by clients in diagnosis, fact-finding and free 
choice in new kinds of action.

(4) It challenges the status quo from a participative perspective, which is congruent 
with the requirements of effective re-education.

(5) It is intended to contribute simultaneously to basic knowledge in social science 
and to social action in everyday life. High standards for developing theory and 
empirically testing propositions organized by theory are not to be sacrificed nor 
the relation to practice lost.

Argyris, (1993) summarises four core themes of Lewin’s work as follows.
(1) Lewin integrated the theory with practice by framing social science as the study 

of problems of real life, and he connected all problems to theory.
(2) He designed research by framing the whole and then differentiated the parts.
(3) He produced constructs, which could be used to generalize and understand the 

individual case, particularly through the researcher as interviewer and his notion 
that one could only understand something when one tried to change it.

(4) He was concerned with placing social science at the service of democracy, 
thereby changing the role of those being studied from subjects to clients so that 
help, if effective, could improve the quality of life and lead to more valid 
knowledge.
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Lewins’ ideas on AR were almost immediately applied to education as well as 
social science more generally. It was the work of Stephen Corey at Teacher’s College, 
Columbia University, however in particular, his book Action Research to improve school 
practice (1953), that spread the word about Action Research into mainstream American 
Education. (Hopkins, D. 1998: 46)

(b) Definitions-. Action Research has been defined as an approach to research that 
is based on a collaborative problem-solving relationship between researcher and client, 
which aims at both solving a problem and generating new knowledge. It developed 
largely from the work of Kurt Lewin and his associates and it involves a cyclical process 
of diagnosing a change situation or a problem, planning, gathering data, taking action and 
then fact finding about the results of that action in order to plan and take further action. 
The central feature of action research is that it uses a scientific approach to study the 
resolution of important issues together with those who experience these issues directly. 
(Coghan & Brannick, 2001).

According to Robert Rapoport, (1970), ‘Action Research aims to contribute both 
to the practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to the goals 
of social science by joint collaboration within a mutuality.’

According to Stephen Kemmis, (1983), ‘Action Research is a form of self- 
reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in social (including educational) situations 
in order to improve the rationality and justice of (a) their own social or educational 
practices, (b) their understanding of these practices and, (c) the situations in which the 
practices are carried out. It is most rationally empowering when undertaken by 
participants collaboratively, though it is often undertaken by individuals and sometimes 
in cooperation with outsiders. In education, action research has been employed in school- 
based curriculum development, professional development, school improvement 
programmes and systems planning and policy development.’

According to Dave Ebbutt, (1985), Action Research is the way groups of people 
can organize the conditions under which they can learn from their own experiences. John 
Elliot, (1991,: 61) defines action research as ‘the study of a social situation with a view to 
improving the quality of action with in it.’ He further laments that “Action Research aims 
at feeding practical judgments in concrete situations, and the validity of the ‘theories’, or 
hypotheses it generates depends not so much as ‘scientific’ tests of truth, as on their 
usefulness in helping people to act more intelligently and skillfully. In action research, 
‘theories’, are not validated independently and then applied to practice. They are 
validated through practice”.

While commenting on Reflective Teachers, Ross, Bondy and Kyle, (1993), opine 
that ‘Reflective Teachers are never satisfied that they have all the answers. By 
continually seeking new information, they constantly challenge their own practices and 
assumptions. In the- process new dilemmas surface and teachers initiate a new cycle of 
planning, acting, observing and reflecting.’ Reflective practice is the centrality of action
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research. Ideally, all teachers need to be reflective practitioners. Teachers also need to 
become autonomous practitioners. Only then, action research will become relevant to 
them. In this context, Lawrence Stenhouse, (1984: 69) described the ideal role of the 
teacher as follows. “Good teachers are necessarily autonomous in professional judgment. 
They do not need to be told what to do. They are not professionally the dependants of 
researchers or superintendents of innovators or supervisors. This does not mean that they 
do not welcome access to ideas created by other people at other places or in other times. 
Nor do they reject advise, consultancy or support. But, they do know that ideas and 
people are not of much real use until they are digested to the point where they are subject 
to the teacher’s own judgment. In short, it is the task of all educationists outside the 
classroom to serve the teachers, for only teachers are in the position to create good 
teaching.”

It is desirable to distinguish between action research and other practices. Wortley, 
(2000) writes “There is much debate in the literature as to what distinguishes action 
research from other practices. As Dick and Swepson, state, action research and some 
forms of practice are in some ways very similar. "Both are often directed towards the 
achievement of change. Both are qualitative and often participative. Both tend to be 
flexible and cyclic" (1994 p.4). However, despite these similarities, there are 
characteristics and criteria that differentiate an action research project from everyday 
practice. Most definitions of action research focus upon the themes of "empowerment of 
participants; collaboration through participation; acquisition of knowledge; and social 
change" (Masters, 1995 p.2). Whilst it is understood that these are important values 
underlying action research, they are often also incorporated into everyday practice, hi 
contrast, the equally common phrases of systematic inquiry, critical reflection and 
strategic action are frequently reserved specifically for action research. Thus it would 
appear that action research differs from everyday inquiry in that it is a systematic and 
deliberate process. Kemmis and McTaggart write that to do action research one must 
plan, .act, observe and reflect "more carefully, more systematically, and more rigorously 
than one usually does in everyday life; and to use the relationships between these 
moments in the process as a source of both improvement and knowledge" (1988, p.10), hi 
defining the concept of action research one must be careful to include aspects of both 
action and research. There is a risk otherwise that action research can become a tool 
rather than a means of genuine critical reflection and social action (Drinan, 1991).

Action research has a distinct identity. However whilst it has particular 
characteristics, action research is also a super ordinate term, one in which a variety of 
types and models are subsumed. Similarly as action research has been distinguished from 
other methodologies, authors have also differentiated between different types and models 
of action research. This could be explained by the inclusion and interplay between the 
dual dimensions of action and research. As Tripp (1995) notes the varying importance 
placed upon these two concepts can produce recognizably different kinds of practice.
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(a) The model ‘used in the present Programme: In the present 
programme, McKernan’s Time Process Model has been used with modifications.

Action Research Spiral 
Me Kernan's Time Process Model (modified)

SPIRAL 1

SPIRAL 2

SPIRAL 3
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In the above model, different steps involved are as follows.
(1) Perception of the problem / dissatisfaction
(2) Analysis of the problem / dissatisfaction

’ (3) Understanding the probable causes
(4) Developing propositions
(5) Prioritising a proposition
(6) Developing an action hypothesis
(7) Planning an intervention
(8) Execution of an intervention
(9) Evaluation of the intervention
(10) Decision making, (Reflection, explanation and understand action)

The present model is transacted to the trainees keeping in view the school- 
education context. Education is practice not just theory. So every teacher is a practitioner. 
Any practitioner can undertake action research and hence, a teacher can undertake action 
research. For undertaking action research, a practitioner has to be sensitive to his/her 
profession. If one is complacent about everything going on around, then perhaps, one 
does not have any scope for action research. If one is dissatisfied with any aspect of 
one’s practice there is a scope for action research. Therefore no one can compel any one 
to undertake action research. One undertakes if one feels to bring in some change in 
his/her practice. Under these premises, the following steps are explained and elaborated.

(1) . Perception of the problem / dissatisfaction: If a practitioner is dissatisfied with 
certain aspects of one’s practice, s/he should be sensitive to them. Or there may be a 
problem and the practitioner need to be sensitive to the problem, then a beginning can be 
made.

Let us take an example to explain the same. A teacher is teaching English to class 
V students. He is uncomfortable to note that in spite of his best efforts, his students are 
not able to pronounce words in English satisfactorily. He feels that he needs to do some 
thing about it because he is convinced that it is his responsibility to develop good 
pronunciation among his students. This is an indication that he feels there is a problem 
and he is dissatisfied with the situation. On the contrary, if he were to be complacent 
about what ever is happening around him, perhaps, there would not have been a scope for 
action research. So this is the first step in action research.

(2) Analysis of the problem / dissatisfaction; Having felt that he is dissatisfied, he 
needs to analyse the dissatisfied state or the problem from all possible angles. For this he 
must objectively be able to explain the dissatisfaction.

Taking the same example, here, at this stage, the teacher must be capable of 
understanding by way of asking himself;

(a) how many students are unable to pronounce English words,
(b) are there any specific kinds of problems associated with this,
(c) are there any specific patterns of errors they have in expression, and based 

on the answers he gets, he has to move to the next step.
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(3) Understand the probable causes: For the kind of dissatisfaction / problem, he 
has to start listing all possible causes from different perspectives. These causes are only 
possible and plausible causes. These causes are based on his intelligent guesswork too.

In the our example context, some of the causes a teacher could think of could 
include the following:

(1) Lack of training
(2) Lack of support in the family
(3) First generation learner
(4) Friends in school do not speak in English
(5) Teachers do not encourage students to speak in English
(6) Children speak only in Kannada /Telugu /Malayalam in their 

community
(7) Inadequate training in the past classes
(8) Lack of opportunities in school
(9) Second grade given to English in school
(10) Lack of English listening opportunities
(11) Not interested in English
(12) Students ridicule if some one attempts to speak in English
(13) A feeling that without English also one can survive well
(14) Diffidence in pronouncing English

The above are some hypothetical causes, attempted to be listed. All these causes 
are to be noted down as assorted points.

(4) Development of propositions: ‘A proposition is a tentative theory, which is 
developed, based on different causes and their interrelationships.’ The tentative theory 
developed will help us to plan other set of activities. So this will serve as a theoretical 
base. Based on different causes, different propositions can be developed. Sometimes, 
there could even be only one proposition too.

In our example, which we are carrying, we can develop three propositions based 
on causes that relate to individual factors, school factors and family related factors.. Let us 
develop and examine them.

Proposition 1. (Based on individual factors)'. Students are not good in their 
pronunciation perhaps because; a majority of them are not interested in speaking English, 
as they are diffident. This could be because, they have no opportunities of listening to or 
speaking in English. Even if some one shows some interest, others ridicule as a majority 
of them are Kannada Z Telugu / Malayalam speaking students. As a result of all these 
factors, students are not capable of speaking in English. Since, they are not attempting to 
speak, their English pronunciation is poor.

Proposition 2. (Based on school factors)'. A majority of students are not good in their 
pronunciation because perhaps, their readiness to cope up with the present level is too 
low as their training in the previous classes are very poor. There are no opportunities 
provided in school activities, either inside the classroom or outside, to speak or listen to
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in English. The whole school ambiance looks as though, English is given a second or 
third grade. On the cap of it, teachers also do not speak in English, and so are students. 
As an English teacher, I also am not encouraging students to speak in English. In such a 
context, it is natural that the students also do not speak in English in school. Thus, 
perhaps, the school factor is playing a very important role in their distancing students 
from speaking good English.

Proposition 3. (Based on family factors) Perhaps, at the family front, as some of the 
students are first generation English learners, there is obviously no support from parents. 
As the students come from Kannada/ Telugu/ Malayalam speaking families, their chances 
to listen to English is almost nil. Therefore, when they have no access to, and emphasis 
on English, their plight is quite understandable.

The above three propositions attempt to explain how certain situations are coming 
in their way of learning English and pronouncing satisfactorily.

(5) Prioritization of a proposition: Is a process of selecting one proposition among 
many! This needs to be done keeping in view certain points in mind. They include;

(a) What a practitioner can attempt.
(b) What is a priority issue according to the practitioner?
(c) What is in the larger interest of the group?

In the above example, perhaps an intelligent practitioner would prioritize the 
second one, as it is a domain where a practitioner can do something concretely, He/she 
has the legitimate responsibility to bring in change. The second proposition reads as 
follows.

(Based on school factors)-. “Perhaps, a majority of students are not good in their 
pronunciation because, their readiness to cope up with the present level is too low as their 
training in the previous classes are very poor. There are no opportunities provided in 
school activities, either inside the classroom or outside, to speak or listen to in English. 
The whole school ambiance looks as though, English is given a second or third grade. On 
the cap of it, teachers also do not speak in English, and so are students. As an English 
teacher, I also am not encouraging students to speak in English. In such a context, it is 
natural that the students also do not speak in English in school. Thus, perhaps, the school 
factor is playing a very important role in their distancing students from English,”

Here, the second proposition is prioritized and hence it is literally lifted and put 
under prioritized proposition. Or alternatively, it is enough if one mentions that 
proposition 2 is proposed.

(6) Developing an action hypothesis: An action hypothesis is ‘one which contains 
the intended action / intervention potentially capable of changing the dissatisfaction / 
solving the problem / minimizing the intensity of the problem.’ Therefore, an action 
hypothesis intends a change. It is to be developed based on the prioritized proposition. 
Further, only one action hypothesis is to be developed in every spiral.
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An example of an action hypothesis in the above context could be ‘‘Creation of 
more opportunities and encouragement will enhance the motivation levels of students to 
use English more and more. ”

(7) Planning of intervention: Once an action hypothesis is formulated, what 
intervention has to be executed needs to be planned. It covers all aspects of ‘What’ ‘Who’ 
‘How’ and ‘When’ of any intervention. It may cover in detail;

(a) What is to be done as intervention?
(b) How is it to be done?
(c) When is to be done?
(d) What are the precautions that I may have to take?
(e) What are the resources, both men and material, those are necessary?
(f) Who are the people who have to be collaborated? etc, etc.

The planning has to be as elaborate as possible. But, there is no must that it should 
not be deviated. Planning definitely provides a direction. But, it should not become a 
limiting factor. Therefore, there has to be an attitude on the part of the practitioner to be 
open minded so that, if the situation demands a modification, one must be willing and 
open. Therefore, the practitioner must be capable of adopting a contingency plan too to 
meet any emergency or exigencies.

(8) Execution of intervention: Here, the actual implementation of the intervention 
takes place. A good planning could take away all the vagueness of the implementation as 
all minor details are planned in advance. This will facilitate a focused direction and will 
save time and energy.

While executing, the practitioner should have a schedule covering activities, men 
and materials. As per the plan they need to be executed, so that systematically certain 
evidences / data can be generated. All the tools and techniques that are planned are to be 
used with care and proficiency.

The collected data need to be scored, evaluated and treated qualitatively or 
quantitatively. This activity will be followed by the next activity, i.e., Evaluation of the 
intervention.

(9) Evaluation of the intervention: Evaluation is an activity of assigning a value 
judgment to a measured attribute. In the action research context, evaluation may cover 
the following.

(a) Assess the worth or usefulness of the intervention in altering the 
dissatisfaction state/ or in minimizing the intensity of the problem.

(b) Explain how comprehensive dependable, relevant was the intervention?
(c) Assess whether intervention on the whole succeeded completely, partially or 

failed totally.
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To do this, the kind of data / evidences one collects must be dependable and must be 
drawn from multiple sources.

(10) Decision (based on Reflection, explanation and understanding the action) :
Evaluation is made because, certain decisions will have to be taken based on 

them. Based on the evaluation, the practitioner first has to ‘reflect’. ‘Reflection’ is the 
centrality of action Research. Reflection is the process of stepping back from experience 
to process what the experience means, with a view to planning further action (Daudelin, 
1996; Kolb, 1984; Raelin, 2000; Rigano and Edwards, 1998).

Reflection is the critical link between the concrete experience, the interpretation 
and taking new action. According to Raelin, (2000) reflection is the key to learning as it 
enables one to develop an ability to uncover and make explicit to yourself what you have 
planned, discovered and achieved in practice. He further advocates that reflection must be 
brought into the open so that it goes beyond your privately held, taken for granted 
assumptions and helps one to see how knowledge is constructed. In action research, 
reflection is the activity, which integrates action and research.

Some of the following suggested questions may help in reflection.
(1) What did I think was the problem? Was that all right?
(2) Did the intervention bring about improvement to a satisfactory 

level?
(3) Is there any scope for further improvement?
(4) What went right and what went wrong?

Based on such questions, certain decisions will have to be taken. These decisions 
are based on the reflections made by the practitioner. The decisions may include the 
following suggested ones.

(1) Should I terminate the intervention?
° (2) Should I move to the next spiral because the results yielded are not fully

satisfied?
(3) What kinds of planning needs to be made keeping in view the present 

planning which did not help me fully?
(4) How can I make my effective intervention a part of my regular practice?
(5) What efforts and preparations are necessary to naturalize the tested 

strategy/ies?
(6) What kinds of changes I have to bring in myself in order to naturalize the 

tested interventions?

Keeping in view the above guidelines, one can take a decision whether one can 
terminate or move to the next spiral. If one wishes to move to the next spiral, all the steps 
have to be followed afresh. If terminated, one has to see how the tried out strategi/ies can 
become a part of ones natural practice.
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Characteristics of Action Research
Some of the salient features of Action Research are as follows:

1. Small Scale Intervention: Action Research, as a whole is a small-scale 
intervention provided by a practitioner as a part of one’s own legitimate 
activity/practice.

2. Context Specific in Nature: The whole Action Research is specifically studied, 
planned and implemented in a specific context and hence the strategies tested here 
are not generalizable. The solutions provided to either the problem or to elevate 
the dissatisfaction to a state of satisfaction is specific to the specific context. So 
intact groups of beneficiaries are studied.

3. Reflective Practice: The entire Action Research process enables a practitioner to 
reflect on his/her own efficiency and enables him/her to improve their practice. 
So ‘reflective practice’ is the central feature of Action Research.

4. Enhancement of Efficiency: In the process of reflecting on the efficiency, it 
prompts the practitioner to enhance one’s own efficiency. So this is one of the 
important features of Action Research.

5. Practitioner’s Privilege: The entire perspective of becoming a ‘reflective 
practitioner’ is possible only if one wants to become a reflective practitioner. If 
one is happy with whatever that is around him/her, in whatever quality or manner, 
one need not undertake action research. So, one can undertake Action Research if 
only one wants. No body can compel anyone to do Action Research. One 
undertakes Action Research in order to improve one’s own practice. So, it is 
practitioner’s privilege. An intelligent practitioner considers Action Research as a 
boon and hence it becomes his/her privilege.

6. It is a management mantra1. In an action research, the practitioner does not do 
different thins but, he does them differently. Therefore, it is only a management 
issue for a professional practitioner.

7. Eliminates monotony in practice: A reflective practitioner does not suffer from 
monotony in one’s practice as he/she always looks forward for qualitative 
betterment. This requires new ways of doing things and freshness in one’s 
practice.

8. Any practitioner can undertake: An action Research is one, which can be 
undertaken by any professional practitioner, who wants to enhance one’s 
professional skills.

9. Action Research is an activity, which has to be undertaken on one’s, own 
initiative and can not be enforced on the practitioner: Action Research is not 
an activity which could be enforced upon a practitioner. If one is complacent 
about one’s practice, he/she has no scope to undertake action Research.

10. Steps move in a spiral: All the steps in action research move in spiral. On 
reflection, if the practitioner finds that he/she has not been able to turn the 
situation around, he/she can move to another spiral and try another intervention / 
strategy. So different steps move in a spiral.
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Professional Concerns to be effective reflective practitioners

Every functionary in education, whether he/she is a teacher, teacher educator, 
administrator, manager or planner can use Action Research as a strategy to make their 
profession rewarding.

Some of the points every teacher/teacher educator needs to keep in mind are :
a) Teaching is a profession and not a job.
b) To become effective as a teacher/teacher educator is in the hands of a practitioner 

himself/herself.
c) Action Researeh/Reflective practice need to be understood conceptually and tried 

out by every practitioner whenever he/she feels that they need to improve a 
situation around where they have their legitimate role.

d) Action Research is not just problem-solving approach it is beyond that.
e) Every practitioner must strive to do better and better.
f) A teacher/teacher educator must be sensitive to different issues, surrounding 

him/her. Anything, which needs improvement, which is within one’s own 
legitimate boundary, needs to be attempted to by a practitioner.

g) Every practitioner needs to develop professional concerns, professional 
competence and conviction about doing things and doing things professionally.

h) Teaching is to be understood as a well-planned and designed intervention and not 
as a formality of visiting classroom and engaging children irrespective of 
relevance.

i) A good professional does not compromise on the quality.
j) A good professional also attempts to influence the environment around him/her 

* for qualitative transformation.

If we all seriously think of the issues discussed above, to become a part of our 
professional life, there is little scope to be pessimistic about becoming effective reflective 
practitioners.

Misconceptions about Action Research:
' There are certain misconceptions about action research (AR). They can be 

discussed as follows.

(1) AR can improve others: It is to be internalized amply clearly that a practitioner 
conducts AR in order to become a better professional. Therefore, the first beneficiary is 
the practitioner himself/herself. As a practitioner cannot function in isolation, the clients 
also benefit.
(2) Only school teachers can conduct AR: It is a gross misconception that only a 
school teacher can conduct action research. All professionals can conduct action research. 
Since, a teacher is also a professional, who practices teaching, a teacher can also conduct 
action research.
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(3) AR involves money in all cases: It is not true that all action researches require 
money. There can be many action researches, which may not require any money at all. 
This is potentially so with teachers.
(4) AR is conducted based on the advice or orders of higher ups: It is a gross 
misconception that Action Research is conducted based on the advice or orders of higher 
ups. It is the practitioner’s choice and privilege. No higher up can insist that his/her 
subordinates do action research. He/she can utmost insist on quality assurance and 
suggest that action research could be used as a tool.
(5) AR can fetch a degree: Action Research is a reflective practice. It does not fetch 
any degree. It is only a management strategy of becoming more effective as a 
professional. It is only a strategy and a tool at best. Therefore, it is not to be mistaken for 
any activity, which could fetch any one any degree.
(6) AR is a one-time affair. At best a couple of ARs are sufficient in one’s career:
It is totally erroneous to think that AR is a one-time affair. A practitioner can be a 
continuous innovator who believes in moving to higher levels constantly. As a 
practitioner does not undertake action research either to get a degree or any other benefit 
but for professional satisfaction, he/she remains active and whenever, there is 
dissatisfaction, one tries to use action research in converting a situation of dissatisfaction 
to a situation of satisfaction. Therefore, it is not the number of ARs that is important to a 
reflective practitioner.
(7) Sophisticated tools and techniques are necessary in AR: Unlike other 
researches, ARs, do not require sophisticated tools and techniques. An AR is a 
practitioner’s research and a reflective practice. Depending upon the nature of AR, one 
may need different tools. Generally, they are not those sophisticated tools and techniques 
as a practitioner in education is not trained professionally to handle them. That does not 
mean that an AR is an activity that is to be understood apologetically. No, it is not. It has 
a dignity of its own and a personality of its own.
(8) Rigorous training is a must in AR: Any practitioner need to just understand the 
concept and purpose of AR. Other things one can manage easily. It does not involve 
rigorous training at all. A fundamental conceptual clarity is sufficient.

To sum up, it is to be remembered that an action research facilitates a practitioner 
to become more professional. This is a boon to any practitioner and he/she can use it for 
one’s own betterment and not to please any one else.

XXX
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COMPETENCY BASED TEACHING LEARNING STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE
S.F.C. WRITING SKILLS IN ENGLISH FOR STUDENTS OF CLASS V

1. INTRODUCTION

Language is the most valuable tool the student has in 
attaining the goals established by him / her and by him / 
her. Practically every task at primary school level has to be 
the prerequisite language development of the student. The 
four basic skills of language - learning: Listening, 
Speaking, Reading and Writing are complementary and 
interdependent. The student who is adept at oral
composition can be expected to read, write and listen better 
then his/her counterparts who aren't. Not all students 
develop language ability with equal case. A good and 
effective language teaching provides for both differences and 
similarities among the students. The daily learning climate, 
the activities of the classroom, the content of the
curriculum and the attitude of the teachers and other 
personnel become major factors in each student's language 
learning.

But in reality the language classroom and the teacher 
who teaches the language do not enjoy the optimum conditions 
for the effective transaction that is imperative for language
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learning. As a result the concerted development of all the 
four skills in not possible. Even the isolated but equal 
attention to all the four skills is not attempted. Listening 
and speaking skills are stunted and Reading is restricted to 
reading aloud in the primary section. The most difficult of 
all the four skills -Writing, inspite of devoting most of the 
School hours does not develop as desired. The skill is 
restricted to copying whatever is written on the blackboard 
or is in the text book. The routine question answer 
exercises are given emphasis as a backlash of the all 
important written examination system. The writing in the
classrooms is undertaken to consolidate the new structures
learnt, to practise and use the new vocabulary items and to 
remember 'The content of the lessons7 in the text book. These 

sentence level reinforcement exercises' (Ron white 1980) do 
not ensure writing competency. Successful writing depends on 
more than the ability to produce clear and correct sentences. 
Students should be able to procure, process and present 
information. It is the ability to link and develop 
information, ideas or arguments for a particular reader or a 
group of readers. This ability has to be developed from the 
primary level so that the student can communicate clearly, 
logically, imaginatively and creatively in the written form,
later in life.
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2. CONCERN FOR THE STUDY

The students of class V are conversant with the writing 
skills needed to answer the comprehension questions’with 
consistent and: concentrated practice they are adept at 
writing the letters of English Alphabet with proper Shape, 
Size, Stroke, sequence and style. They have also mastered 
the skills of writing words with proper spelling and 
sentences with proper syntax as they have the text book for 
guidance and reference. 'But Language for guidance and 
reference. But language usage is not restricted to repetition 
or manipulation of the Vocabulary and sentences presented in 
the text book. The everyday usage of language demands clear
and effective communication either in the oral or in the
written form. The choice of words and the mode* of
c ommun i c a ti on depends upon the listener or the reader. The
students of class V are unable to communicate in the form of
giving a message, writing a letter or planning a dialogue. 
The ability to write a descriptive paragraph; to transcode 
information from and to recode information from one text type 
to another is beyond their capacity. The competency 4.5.3 
write short free composition including simple informed, 

letters and dialogues has to be consciously developed in
fthem. This provided the concern and need for the study.
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3. OBJECTIVES

1. To achieve the competency 4.5.3 while teaching selected
alessons and poems.

2. To use selected Art education activities to achieve 
competency 4.5.3.

3. To study the impact of intervention of Art Education
Activities.

4. To make the writing work interesting and challenging.

4. HYPOTHESIS

Intervention of Art education activities improve the 
written skills of class V students in English. (^With special 

reference to short free composition^)

5 . PERIOD OF STUDY

Three months - July, August and September of 1998., Were 
used for the study. In this period, 12 weeks were available 
for the implementation of teaching - learning strategies. Of 
the 5 periods available for English per week, 3 periods of 40 
minutes each per week i.e. , 36 periods were used for
developing this competency.
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6. SAMPLE FOR THE STUDY

34 students each from A and B sections of class V were 
chosen for the study. The investigator taught VA; and a 
colleague taught VB.

7. PLAN

The investigator was one of the Resource group members 
of RIE Mysore that trained the DIET faculty of 10 districts 
to conduct Action Research during July-Nov 98. As a 
consequence the investigator did the over view of literature 
with special reference to Action Research, The reading of a 
few selected research papers from the journal "The primary 
teacher", helped the investigator to plan the strategies to 
be used. The investigator had started teaching the VA class 
from April 98, This enabled to investigator to observe the 
love of the students towards visual and performing art
education activities. Art education attracted the attention
of the investigator and its study revealed the following
facts.

1 . Art education has immense potential and possibilities to 
evolve innovative teaching strategies.

2. Art is a process of fulfillment in every aspect of life as 
it provides a new perspective to life.
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3. Art is the means to provide children joy of learning and
activities to involve their attention,

4. Various art forms liberate the inner- creativity of 
students and ensure their true involvement in the process.

5. Art education has the'basic principle that every child is 
unique and individualistic. So, it allows every child to 
follow its own pace, rhythm, ability and experience to 
learn. Thus it nurtures individuality, creativity and 
variety.

6 , The key elements of Art education such as Expression, 
Interaction,Experience and Individuality help to initiate, 
nurture and develop communication that is vital to 
language learning.

The investigator planned to give a pretest * to test 
transcoding and Recoding skills of students of VA and VB in 
the first week of July 98, In the following 34 periods, Two 
lessons and One Poem from the English textbooks were to be 
taught using the selected Art Education activities to VA 
only.

In the last week of September 98, a Post test was 
planned to be given to both VA and VB.
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8. IMPLEMENTATION (ACT & OBSERVE)

The pretest which tested both Transcoding and Recoding 
Skills was given to both VA and VB students and their 
performance was evaluated. (Annex 1).

The students of VA were taught the lessons- The 
mightiest king in the world. Part I and II and the poem-What 
does the little birdie say using the child centered 
stratagies, The listening, Speaking and Reading skills wereo
given equal importance along with writing skills while 
transacting these lessons / poem. The class of 34 was divided
into 8 groups. A B C D E F G & H,. Groups A, B, C, D, E, F,
had 4 members and groups G and H had 5 members each. During
the selected 3 periods per week t the groups were initiated
into selected Art education activities.

1. Painting / Drawing a scene, character or situation.
2. Making a model out of clay, thermocole or paper cuttings 

to depict a scene,
3. Making a collage of assorted materials to depict a scene, 

character or situation.
4. Dramatising a scene.
5. Drafting flow charts to narrate a happening.
6. Singing a poem with suitable actions.
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Each group took up these activities to describe the 
major characters of the story or the important scene or 
situation. They planned the dialogue between the specified 
characters to dramatise the scenes. They sang the poem to a 
tune of their own choice and enacted the movements. These
activities helped them to recode the verbal text into visual 
or performing art education activities. The selected textual
situations were -

1. The scene of sage transforming the little she mouse into a 
girl.

2. The dialogue of sage with the sun, the black cloud, the 
south wind, the King of Mountains and the King of Mice.

3. The sequences of the story of the Mightiest King in the
World. - into a flow chart.

4. The scene of Motherbird and little birdie in the nest.
5. The dialogue between Mother bird and little birdie.
6. The characters - The sage, the Sun, the black cloud, the

«
South wind, the King of Mountains and the King of Mice.

The students enjoyed the new experiences provided. They 
were active, interactive and cooperative while doing the 
groupwork. The slow learners who could paint or make models 
developed 'Self esteem' and ' confidence'. Their groupmatss 
developed healthy respect towards other's talents. The values
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of comradrie, cooperation and identifying the self with the 
group, were developed. The investigator played the rol§ of 
facilitator, observer, manager, consultant and even that of a 
Co-communicator. The students dramatised the scenes by 
planning dialogue and writing it down. They explained their 
models and paintings to the class and the listeners wrote 
down the description. The involvement employed while painting 
or making models helped them to remember the details of 
characters. The writing work which was till now monotonous, 
unimaginative and mechanical was made interesting by group 
work and Art education activities. Students developed 
the skills of composing a written work writing a letter, 
planning a dialogue describing a scene or a person by 
drafting it and editing it with confidence. They presented 
their work to the class, accepted criticism and correction
and finalised the written work.

The post test with equivalent questions was given in the 
last week of September 98 and the students performance was 
evaluated (Annex 2)
9. FINDINGS

The pretest and post test scores of each student were 
tabulated. The analysis showed that the students of VA who 
were exposed to the selected Art education activities scored 
better. (Annex -3)
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a) Quantitative Analysis

The mean score of esgggSIfc group (VB) was 6.8 in pretest 
and 7.3 in posttest , the gain was 0.5. Where as the mean 
score of the group (VA) was 6.3 in pretest and
9.0 in the post test, the gain was 2.7. The standard 
deviation of VB in pretest was 1.18 and in post test was0.98; 
of the VA it was 1.73 in pretest and 1.60 in post test. The 
't' value is 2.58 which is significant. This indicates that 
the experimental group V(a) have been benefitted by the 
suitable art education activities. Hence the hypothesis is 
accepted.

b) Qualitative analysis

The investigator of observed the behavioural changes in 
the students of VA. They were communicative, interacted with 
each other and enjoyed their writing work. The activities of 
VA attracted the students of VB also. The colleagues decided 
to adopt suitable Art education activities to their classes 
to enhance writing skills with special reference to short 
free composition.

10. CONCLUSION

It can be said with a degree of confidence that this 
change in strategy yielded positive results. The qualitative
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and quantitative data point to the fact that selected Art 
Education activities help the students to attain desired 
behavioural outcomes. The colleagues who observed the child- 
centred, joyful activities being carried out in the class 
decided to try them in their classes.

£• k..
'pct‘7 V-
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PRETEST

ANNEX - 1

V Standard.
English-Writing Skill 
I. Look at the diagram given

Max. Time- 40 minutes 
Max. Marks- 20

and write 5 sentences about the

story.

1.
2 .
3 .
4.
5, (5 marks)

II. Complete the dialogue between the Sage and the King of 
Mice.

Sage: Greetings, King of Mice ---------------
marry her?
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Mouse: Yes. She is -------------------------
-------------- gut-------------------

Sage: I will change you-- '-----------

Mouse: Mo, I am alright,

Sage: That is no difficulty.
(Sage change^ his daughter into a mouse. The King of Mice

(5 marks)

Mysore
10.7.98

little birdie say*. It is
birdie --------------

married her.)
Ill. Complete this letter.

Dear Ashok,
I read a poem 'what does the

very nice. In that poem, a little

Have you read any poems? Write to me about them. 
Bye

(Write your name) (5 marks)
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IV Look at the picture and write 5 sentences about it.
Picture of the sage taking bath.

1 . -----------------------------
2 . -----------------------------
3 , -----------------------------

4.  
5 . -----------------------------

POST TEST

V Standard Max. Time 40 minutes
English-Writing Skill Max. Marks
I. Look at the diagnaiwtgiven and write 5 sentencesJ

scene.
Sage- Oh! Great Sun, will you marry my daughter?
Sun- Yes, she is very beautiful.

But why should I marry her?
Sage- You are the mightiest king in the

world. So, I want you to marry her.

20 .
about the

Sun- No, I am not the mightiest.
The black cloud is more powerful than me.

1 . -------------------------------
2 , -------------------------------
3 _ -------------------------------
4, -------------------------------
5 t _______________________________

(5 marks)

r
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II. Complete the dialogue between the Mother bird and the
a

little birdie.
Mother birdie: Why are you shouting? What do you want?
Little birdie: Mother ----------------
Mother bird: No, not yet. -------------

Little birdie: Yes, I will stay. I will eat and rest. When my

Mother bird: Good. You ------------------
---------------------------- _ ^2 3

III. Complete this letter which black cloud writes to the
south wind.

Sky
24.9.98

Dear South Wind,

I am sending the sage and his daughter to you, Sun sent
them to me. -----------------------------------------------
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I hope you will marry the 3age's daughter. 
Greetings,
Black cloud.

(5 marks)

IV. Look at the picture and write 5 sentences about it. 
^Picture of King Mice and Sage’s daughter marry

1 . ------------------------------------------------------
2. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.  —
4 . ------------------------------------------ ------------
5 , ------------------------------------------------------
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ANNEX 3
TABLE 1.1

Mean and S.D. of the -'Q»ajssfe®«s*4 Group 'V

N Mean SD

Pretest 35
Postt-est 35

6.8 1.18
7.3 .98

TABLE 1.2
Mean and S.D of the Groups ~\/Pr

N Mean SD

Pretest 34 6.3 1.73
Posttest 34 ^.0 1.60

TABLE 1.3
Comparative Gain

Pre-Test Post-Test Gain Gain %
Mean Mean

V(B
6.3
6.8

9.0
7.3

2.7
0.5

27%
5%
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Appendix - VII

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

Tools of Educational Research
Within the framework of the research design, there is a need to consider the instruments 

or data gathering devices for the research. For assessing knowledge or knowledge gain, the most 
common instruments are tests and other performance measures. Before describing each of these 
different types of instruments, it is better for a researcher to know that instruments could have 
serious limitations. Some of the major limitations are that the instruments employed in 
educational measurement typically.

1. Involve an inference rather than a direct observation of the attribute being measured.
2. Employ arbitrary and unique scales of measurement.
3. Consist of a sample of responses from a potentially unlimited set of such responses,
4. Reflect value judgements that are made during the construction of the instrument.

Questionnaire:
It is one of the most used as well as abused of the tools of research. A questionnaire 

consists of an organised set of questions to be responded by a recipient. A questionnaire could 
consist of questions that are closed or open-ended and could be administered directly or through 
mail. Questionnaires are quite flexible in what they can measure, however they are not equally 
suited to measuring all types of data. We can classify data in two ways, Subjective vs. Objective 
and Quantitative vs. Qualitative. An interesting variation in the open-ended format is the 
sentence completion type of items. Questionnaires are most effective when the respondent is 
requested to supply simple factual information, either in his possession or easily accessible to 
him. A questionnaire that requires the recipient to spend much time in collecting the requested 
information is not likely to be very successful and should be used only when the information is 
one of considerable importance. The respondent need not be asked to do the work that the 
investigator can do on his own, such as computing totals, averages, percentage etc. or asked to 
provide the information which the investigator himself could collect from records/registers. 
Anticipation of the nature of responses that are likely to be made and the difficulties that a 
respondent might face in making the response would go a long way in ensuring response. The 
questions in a questionnaire must be logically organised and like all other tools, must make it 
possible to identify the respondent for subsequent analysis.
Open format questions have several disadvantages. First, their very nature requires them to be 
read individually. There is no way to automatically tabulate or perform statistical analysis on 
them. This is obviously more costly in both time and money, and may not be practical for lower 
budget or time sensitive evaluations. They are also open to the influence of the reader, for no two 
people will interpret an answer in precisely the same way. Closed format questions offer many 
advantages in time and money. By restricting the answer set, it is easy to calculate percentages 
and other hard statistical data over the whole group or over any subgroup of participants. Closed 
format questions also make it easier to track opinion over time by administering the same 
questionnaire to different but similar participant groups at regular intervals. Finally closed format



questions allow the researcher to filter out useless or extreme answers that might occur in an 
open format question.
Whether your questions are open or closed format, there are several points that must by 
considered when writing and interpreting questionnaires:

1. Clarity: This is probably the area that causes the greatest source of mistakes in 
questionnaires. Questions must be clear, succinct, and unambiguous. The goal is to 
eliminate the chance that the question will mean different things to different people. If the 
designer fails to do this, then essentially participants will be answering different 
questions.

2. Leading Questions: A leading question is one that forces or implies a certain type of 
answer. It is easy to make this mistake not in the question, but in the choice of answers.

3. Phrasing: Most adjectives, verbs, and nouns in English have either a positive or negative 
connotation. Two words may have equivalent meaning, yet one may be a compliment and 
the other an insult. Consider the two words "child-like" and "childish", which have 
virtually identical meaning.

4. Embarrassing Questions: Embarrassing questions dealing with personal or private 
matters should be avoided.

5. Hypothetical Questions Hypothetical are based, at best, on conjecture and, at worst, on 
fantasy. I simple question such as: If you were governor, what would you do to stop

. crime? This forces the respondent to give thought to something he may have never 
considered. This does not produce clear and consistent data representing real opinion.

Rating Scale:
These are structured items which provide answer options to the respondents. The options 

fall along a continuum. The scale could be descriptive, numerical, graphic or a combination of 
these. When several items using the same descriptive scale are put together, the scale points can 
be placed as column headings and the respondent simply checks the column corresponding to his 
answer to each item.

Likert Scale items ate statements to which the respondent is asked to indicate agreement 
or disagreement, or if he is undecided or neutral. The scale of responses normally ranges from 
strongly agree to strongly disagree.

Ranking is another type of rating that a respondent might be asked to perform. A ranking 
item consists of a set of homogeneous items (concepts, methods;, topics etc.) which the 
respondent is asked to rank according to a specified criterion (for example, according to 
frequency of use, importance, effectiveness etc.).

Semantic Differential:
This is a special type of rating scale. Bi-polar descriptors are used for 5 or 7-point scales. 

They could also be time bound, like in psychological scales, since the first response rather than a 
reflected response might be the one sought by the researcher.
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Checklist:
A checklist provides the respondent with a set of response alternatives from which the 

respondent has to select and tick or check. A checklist would normally be of things and material 
but it could also be of behaviours and perceptions. When a researcher himself is to fill-in a 
checklist bases! on his observations, it is called an observation checklist. In this, lists of 
behaviours, which are expected to manifest, are given.

Situational Test:
In this type of item, the stimulus is a situation, which poses a problem or invites a 

decision. The respondent is asked how he will act or behave under the given circumstances. 
Some time the item includes structured options or a scale and on other times they are open- 
ended.

Projective Test:
The sentence completion and situation items could also be such that the respondent 

projects himself and unknowingly reveals his beliefs, values motives and attitudes.

Techniques of Educational Research

Observation:
For a scientist, observation is a purposive behaviour directed toward ends that lie beyond 

the act of observation itself. All observations involve inference and the amount of inference 
varies with the kind of observation. If an observer’s purpose is merely to observe and record 
what he sees or hears, the inferential element in the observation may be limited to identifying it 
as an instance of some particular object or event.

Direct observation of classroom events is employed by a researcher to understand the 
phenomenon of teaching and learning. Direct observation, as a technique, is employed for the 
study of teacher effectiveness, pupil participation, teacher pupil interaction, classroom climate 
and teaching and learning process. Tools used by an observer are usually schedules or category 
systems. Depending upon the extent of inference involved, the observers need various degree of 
training and conceptual clarity. Observation could also involve the use of recording tools such as 
audio and video recorders. It is normally said that the presence of an external observer may 
influence the very phenomenon being observed and may distort it. For that, it is claimed that 
prolonged and participant observation provides the researcher with more valid data. The non
occurrence of the phenomenon in which the researcher is interested in, the generalisability of the 
occurrences, and the time and effort needed are some of the major issues concerning the use of 
observation as a technique for research.

Interview:
Interview is the technique by which the researcher orally administers questions to an 

individual or a group of respondents and notes down their response either as such or as an 
inference. The technique is useful if the respondents are not able to write their response. Also, 
the technique of interview eliminates the oft-faced problem of lack of response. The respondent 
has scope to seek clarifications, if necessary. If need be, the responses are recorded after the 
interview, to avoid disruption of thought or could also be tape-recorded. Postponed recording has
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the disadvantage that important details may be forgotten and the interviewer may unconsciously 
bias the dat&, The interviewer should be alert to the possibilities of discovering unanticipated 
hypotheses deserving further research. Focus Group Interview/Discussion is a variety of 
interview in which the researcher collects data from a group of respondents and hence is 
economical in terms of time.
Face-to-Face Interview has several advantages.

Enables the interviewer to establish rapport with the respondent 
Allows the interviewer to observe as well as listen
Permits more complex questions to be asked than in other types of data collection
An effective method of gathering data when the questionnaire is lengthy
Some uses: to get before-and-after data about a lesson module or a change in
administrative procedure; to gather opinions on a specific learning or teaching
technique

Sociometry:
Jt is a technique of studying the interpersonal relations and dynamics among the members 

of a group. Sociogram is the graphical representation of the relationships and dynamics. A useful 
working definition of sociometry is that it is a methodology for tracking the energy vectors of 
interpersonal relationships in a group. It shows the patterns of how individuals associate with 
each other when acting as a group toward a specified end or goal. Sociometry is based on the fact 
that people make choices in interpersonal relationships. Whenever people gather, they make 
choices—where to sit or stand; choices about who is perceived as friendly and who not, who is 
central to the group, who is rejected, who is isolated.

A simple example of applied sociometry is to have group members make a selection on 
the basis of a simple, non-threatening criterion. Ask everyone in the group to stand up and then 
say: “Whom in this group would you choose to take sandwich orders from everyone in this 
room, collect money, go to the canteen, and come back with the right sandwiches and the right 
change? Show your choice by placing your right hand on the shoulder of the person you 
choose. Move about the room as you need to in order to make your choice. There are only two 
requirements: (1) you may choose only one person and (2) you must choose someone.” 
Typically the group members will make their choices after only a little hesitation.

This exercise may be repeated several times in the period of just a few minutes using 
different criteria each time. The exercise graphically illustrates not only the social reality of 
choice-making, but also the fact that different criteria evoke different patterns of choices.

Delphi Technique:
It is the technique of repeated interview/discussion or tool administration for arriving at 

homogenous and valid data from a group of respondents.
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Appendix - VIII

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, MYSORE 
TRAINING ON ACTION RESEARCH FOR THE CTE FACULTY OF 

KARNATAKA 
FEEDBACK FORM

Name:....... ............................................

Name of the CTE:.......................................
G

Instruction

Please give your free and frank opinion & suggestions 
on the following aspects.

Yes No
1 Have you gained any new information from —1 —1

this training programme? u __ 1

2(a)Do you think that the academic inputs Yes No
provided were adequate enough to
understand the concept and to develop
and execute an action research proposal?

2(b)If 'No' Kindly mention on what aspect(s)
you would like to have more information.

Yes No
- Concept of Action Research (AR) □ □

- Problem Identification □ □

- Formulating Action Hypothesis □ □

- Planning an Intervention □ □

- Development of an AR Proposal □ □

- Tools and Techniques □ □

• Any Other (Please specify)
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3” Give your opinion about the Resource Persons 
inputs in the following sessions by putting mark 
in the appropriate column.

Sessions Very
Good

Good Average Below
Average

Poor

Introduction to Action 
Research (AR)
Areas of AR in the context 
of CTEs -
Dissatisfaction State/ 
Developing Propositions
Action Hypothesis
Tools and Techniques for AR

Planning Interventions

Development of an AR
Proposal
Use of Computers in AR

4 (a) Do you think that the duration of the Yes No 
training programme was adequate?

4(b) If 'No' Kindly provide your suggestions.

5 (a)Do you think that the support material: 
provided was sufficient enough to 
understand various concepts? □Yes

□

5(b) If 'No' Kindly provide on what aspect(s) you need 
more support materials.
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6(a) Will you now able to execute the action Yes No 
research proposal developed at your own 
work place?

6(b) If 'No' Kindly mention the reason(s).

7(a)Are you really satisfied with the 
overall conduction of the training 
programme?

Yes
□ □

7(b) If 'No' Kindly provide your suggestions for 
improvement.

8 Any other relevant information you would like to 
share?

THANK YOU
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Appendix - IX

Results of Pre-Test and Post-Test and Feedback 
of Participants

During the beginning of the programme at the first day 
itself a pre-test (Appendix-IV) was administered to all the 
participants. Further the same test was once again 
administered to the same group at the end of the programme 
also. The scores obtained for the pre-test and post test 
are presented in the following table.

SI. No Name of the Participant
Scores Out of 20

Pre-Test Post-Test Gain
01. Smt. Nafees Fathima 18 (90%) 19(95%) 5%
02. Smt. H.N. Geethamba 15(75%) 19(95%) 20%
03. Mr. Suresh Babu 16(80%) 16(80%) —
04. Shri Ramachandra 

Hanumantappa Shivalli
13(65%) 17(90%) 25%

05. Smt. Jayashree A
Biradar

12(60%) 15(90%) 30%

06. Smt. Pramila 12(60%) 14 (70%) 10%
07. Shri.J J Doddamani 13(65%) 18(90%) 25%
08. Smt. Vij ayalaxmi Desai 14(70%) 16(80%) 10%
09 Mr. Kumar K 12(60%) 15(75%) 15%

Total 125 149
Mean 13.9 16.6
't* value 5.060** Significant at.001 

level
The above table reveals that there is a gain in the 

knowledge of all participants except one. The percentage of 
gain in knowledge ranges from 0 to 30. Further, an attempt 
has been made to know the group performance. This shows 
that the mean post-test scores exceed the mean pre-test 
scores. The 't' value calculated is 5.060, which shows a 
significant difference between the test scores at O.ool 
level. Thus one can confirm that the programme was 
effective with respect to the gain in knowledge of the 
participants about the concept of action research.
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Analysis of the Feedback of Participants

The participants were requested to provide their 
feedback in the proforma supplied to them (Appendix—VIII) 
at the end of the programme. An analysis of the responses 
provided by the participants has been provided in the 
following paragraphs.

All the participants reported that they were satisfied 
with the action research training programme. Further, they 
were of the opinion that they have gained new information 
from the training programme. More than seventy per cent 
(70%) of the participants reported that the academic inputs 
provided were adequate enough to understand the concept of 
action research. However, the remaining participants 
reported that they require further information regarding 
the tools and techniques used for action research.

Effectiveness of Resource Persons in transacting 
various topics were alsoasked and the response provided by 
the participants are given in the following table.

Sessions Very
Good

Good Average Below
Average

Poor Total

Introduction to Action Research (AR) 67% 33% - - - 100%

Areas of AR in the context of CTEs 33% 45% 22% - - 100%

Dissatisfaction State/ Developing 
Propositions

11% 89% - - 100%

Action Hypothesis 22% 67% 11% - - 100%
Tools and Techniques for AR 44% 22% 34% - - 100%

Planning Interventions 56% 44% - - - • 100%

Development of an AR Proposal 56% 44% - - - 100%

Use of Computers in AR 11% 34% 22% 22% 11% 100%
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The above table reveals that majority of the 
participant were agreed that the topics transacted by the 
resource persons were of very good/good. However, some of 
the participants were not happy with some topics delivered. 
Further they need more hands on experience with computers.

’ Almost all the participants agreed that the duration 
of the programme was quite adequate. Only about half of the 
participants reported that the support materials provided 
were adequate. The remaining wanted materials on tools and 
techniques, planning interventions and also some more 
sample reports on action research. All most 90 per cent 
participants reported that they were in a position to 
execute the action research proposals developed during the 
training programme. However, some wanted help in developing 
tools for action research. The participants also provided 
some valuable suggestions. They need more support materials 
and these support materials should be distributed during 
the session itself. Further, they also need more time to 
use .the library resources of the RIE. They also pointed out 
that it would be more convenient to the participants if the 
arrangements for the food made at their hostels in day and 
night.

The coordinator has agreed to look into the above 
suggestions and reported that these would take care in the 
future programmes.
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Appendix - X

win
W&FT Tpfo'tfH 37R 

WfTR RRq^)

-570 006
cfR :TT0NHYN: 511411 & 514095 

’+>ICFH : 0821 -515665

ftooi $

CXtft ji TtlTefl NC«ERT

REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
(National Council of Educational Research 
and Training)

MYSORE - 570 006

Grams : EDUCATION Phone ; 511411 & 514095 

Fax : 0821-515665

Prof. G. Ravindra
Principal

No.F. 18-13/DEE/2003-04/RIEM7 
December 3, 2004

The Director
DSERT, No.4, 100 Feet Road 
Banashankari III Stage 
BANGALORE 560 085

Sir,

An Eight-day Training Programme on Action Research for CTE faculty of 
Karnataka was conducted at the Regional Institute of Education, NCERT, Mysore from 
22nd to 29th September 2004 at the request of Government of Karnataka.

Nine CTE faculty from Six Colleges of Teacher Education of Karnataka attended 
this programme. The list of participants is enclosed. During this eight-day training 
programme the CTE faculty developed individual Action Research proposals. They 
will undertake the Action Research now in their respective institutes. They need the 
support and cooperation from their institutes for carrying out the Action Research.

Therefore it is requested to follow-up the activities in these CTEs by directing 
them to cooperate and complete the activities by middle of February 2005 as the faculty 
have to present a report in a meeting to be organized at RIE, Mysore during the last week 
of February 2005.

Soliciting your kind cooperation in the matter.
Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(G. Ravmdra)
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ix REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, MYSORE 
TRAINING OF CTE FACULTY ON ACTION RESEARCH 

(Phase IV)
(23-25 February, 2005)

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

14
8

Time
Day

09.00- 11.00 11.15-01.00 02.00-03.30 03.45-05.30

Day-1
23/02/05
Wednesday

Registration of 
Participants
Overview of the Phase II 
Activities

(KAK)

Sharing of Action 
Research Under taken 
by the Participants

(AVGR/VDB)

Sharing of Action 
Research ’der taken 
by the Participants

(VDB/AVGR)

Data Analysis: 
Discussion

(KAK)

Day-2
24/02/05
Thursday

Action Research Report 
Writing Styles & Format

(CGVM)

Dissemination of
Action Research:
Why and Howr?

(CGVM)

Drafting the Reports by 
the Participants

(AVGR/KAK)

Drafting the 
Reports

Day-3
25/02/05
Friday

Popularizing Action 
Research and Ethical 
Issues

(CGVM)

Presentation of Action 
Research Reports

(AVGR/KAK)

Presentation of Action 
Research Reports

(AVGR/KAK)

Valedictory
Session



Appendix - XII
USE OF COMPUTERS IN ACTION RESEARCH < 31177

1. The following are the 20 students marks in a Mathematics 
Test before the intervention (Pre-Test) and after the 
interventions (Post-Test). Is there any improvement in the 
performance of students after the intervention?

Pre-Test

45 55 34 22 17 25 25 54 20 13

46 22 17 19 30 34 16 35 23 11

Pesst-Test

47 59 44 32 27 25 35 64 27 23

25 20 20 40 43 26 33 20 26 22

2. Prepare a Bar 
following data.

Diagram and frequency polygon form the

Pre-Test Score

Class Interval Frequencies

20-24 2
25t 29 8
30-34 12
35-39 20
40-44 10
45-50 8

N 60

Post-Test Score

Class Interval Frequencies

20-24 0
25-29 5
30-34 15
35-39 25
40-44 10
45-50 5

N 60

3. On an English test 50 students have got the following 
marks. Prepare a frequency distribution with starting class 
as 30-39.

88 80 42 88 52 65 49 80 67 59 44 71
72 77 91 62 89 79 37 75 83 62 63 79
69 66 81 75 98 93 96 60 52 76 66 53
73 69 93 62 53 42 79 65 49 59 65 75
56 60
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